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fhe Bigelow Junior High School field test information is

organized in the following manner. Chapter I describes the organi-

zation of the field test and summarizes the inquirers' use of the

ISVD. Chapter II is comprised of case studies for eight of the

field test participants.



CHAPTER I

FIELD TEST OKOLNIZATION

SUMMARY OF SYSTEM USE
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FIELD TEST ORGANIZATION

Location and Personnel

The field test site was Conference Room B, a small room located o1

the main corridor on the school's first floor. School personnel via° were

most direcly involved in the field test were Mrs. Dorothy Kunberger, Head

Counselor, And Mrs. 'Aorta Hanna, secretary. Miss Patricia Yee was the

ISVD supervisor. Bigelow Junior High School houses the seventh, Eighth,

and ninth gradeE.

Schedule of Activities

Originally the field test was scheduled for an eleven week period

bLginning on March 3, with the pre-testing and debugging activities to

occur during the week of February 24 28. Groups of users were to be

schedule.), as outlined in Figura 1, for h varying number end frequercy of

sessions to determine what offects these dimensions would have on the

inquirer and his interactions with the system. Twenty-two students were

to comprise the field sample.

the delay in goin3 into tha testing phase until mid-April, how

ever, caused the field test sample to be reduced to 16 and the schedule

to he modified from the above pattern to a once a week interaction for

eacA of the inquirers. Pre-trial and debugging activities were conducted

during the week of April 2, - 25; the field test, the five week period

fro' April 21 to June 6; and post-testing and conference activities, from

June 9 - 11.

Pre-test activities included completion of Part 2, O'Hara-McSherry

Test of Occupational Knowledge (MK), and the writing of a career develop-

ment autobiography. The autobiography was required to address itsej to

the following questions;

1. What kind of person are you?

2. How did you get to be that kind of person?

3. What kind of career do you think you will go into?

4. Why do you want to go into this career?

During tl )ir first interaction, inquirers were routed to the Occupational

Preference Script.

4
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Number of Sessions Number of Students
Per Student

11

Scheduled for Sessions Freouency of Sessions

3 Once a week for 11 weeks

4 Twice a week in a 5-week
block period; 2 students
will use the computer
during the first S weeks,
2 durirg the last 5-week
period

7 8 Because students scheduled
for 11, 9, 5, and 3 sessions
will have priority in terms
of specifi: dates, inquirers
slated for 8 sessions will
be sch,duled whenever it
is possible.

5 4 Once every 2 wcaks

3 3 Once a week for 3 consec-
utive weeks (1 student for
first 4 weeks, 1 student
for second 4 weeks, I
student for last 4 walks)

154 Total Number 72 Total Number
lir Individual of Studenth
Sessions

7 v. Mean Number of

Sessions Per Student

Figure 1

Original Eleven Week Field Test Schedule
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Post-test activities included a second administration of the TOK,

part 2, and the writing of a second career development autobiography, with

a fifth question added:

"Has there been any change in your choice of career and,

if so, why'"

Dorothy kunberger conducted two small-group meetings in which the students

we/e encouraged to discuss their experiences with the system, their reactions,

and any suggestions they might have fur its improvement. The transcripts

of these sessions are shown in Appendix C.

Because of limittl exposure to the system, the results from the Test

of Occupational knowledge were inconclusive. The pre and post test auto-

biographies of the eight students selected for case studies are included

in Appendix B. The information forms in Appendix A are the bulletins,

letters, and forms used in the Bigelow Field 'lest.

Selection of Students

Several considerations affected the selection of inquirers for the

field test study sample. To adequately gauge the system and its effective-

ness in helping students learn to make reasonable choices in planning their

educational and vocational careers, it was necesrary that vocabulary and

comprehension problems be kept to a minimum. Therefore, the majority of

the field sample would have an above average reAing ability and an average

or above average Bigelow IQ score. However, some balance was desirable to

reflect the range of IQ scores.

Only a small number of students could be included in the study be-

cause of the shorter duration of testing time. Also, the length cf the

sessions and the specific time blocks would be determined by the regular

school schedule. With t ese considerations in mind, the following guide-

lines were estaLlished;

(1) Students would be selected from the ninth grade on the as-

sumption that they would be more concerned about their future

plans, having made :ezent decisions about high school cur-

riculum and course designations.

(2) Only students for whom there was sevent'a and eighth grade

educetional information in the inquirer Tharacteristics Data

Base would be considered.
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(3) Students preferably would have a free period during which

weekly sessions with the system could be scheduled.

(4) An equal number of boys and girls would be chosen.

Mrs. Kunberger was given the responsibility for selecting the test

sample since she had access to school records, was acquainted with the stu-

dert body, and could easily handle scheduling and other administrative

tasks. From the list of ninth graders for whom there were educational his-

tory data, the original 22 students were selected in January 1969. Because

of delays in entering dr: field until April, the number of students vas

reduced to 16. Preference for the study sample was given to several who

earlier in the school year had expressed interest in a computer club.

Eight of the sixteen students in the final selection fit into this cate-

gory, irclu,:ng case study students with code names A, B, F, and H.

Tables 1 and 2 indicate the IQ scores and curriculum designations

of the 16 students comprising the study sample and the eight selected for

case studies.

Number of Num%er of Students in
IQ Score Students Students in Case Studies
Range in Sample Case Studies in Code Letters

.10-123
_

5-109

HIGH
I

9 4 A,B,C,H

AVERAGE 3 1 F
_
11-95 LOW 4 3

--

D,E,G

iOTALS 16 8

Table 1

Sample Student Classification by I.Q. Scores

The Otis Quick-Scoting Mental Ability Test: Form Em - New Edition is

used at Bigelow. This is a test to see how well r student can think. The

Otis attempts to measure ability in the verbal and non-verbal skills nec-
essaty for academic work. It contains questions of different kinds. Under

each question there are four or five possible answers. You are to read each
question and decide which of the answers is right. The test contains 80
questions and 30 minutes are allowed to complete the test.
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As shown in Table 2, most of the study sample were in the "College

Preparatory" curriculum, a few in the "General" curriculum.

Entire
Sam le

Case
Studies

Students in Case
Studies by Code Letters

LCOLLEGE PREP. 12 6 A,B,C,F,G,H

GENERAL 4 2 D,E

Table 2

Sample Students Classified by Curriculum Designation

* At Bigelow Junior High School there is heterogeneous grouping with tracks
for math [Illinois Math (accelerated) Algebra and General Math). The other
tracks are for foreign language, Home Economics, and Industrial Arts. Stu-

dents are not tracked for English, social studies, and general science. A

curriculum designation of "College Preparatory" would be given to students
who elect algebra, Illinois math plus a foreign language. "General" indi-
cates o student selLction of general math plus industrial arts (home eco-
nomics for girls and industrial arts for boys).

Scheduling

Computer usage was from 9 - 11:00 A.M. on Monday through Friday

and from I - 3:00 P.M. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, with sessions

scheduled during periods 2 and 3 on Monday through Friday, and periods 6

and 7 on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. The specific designated tires

were as follows:

Period Time

2 9:21 - 10:03

3 10:05 - 10:47

6 1:02 - 1:45

7 1:47 2:30

School dismissed 2:36

Minutes Per Session on System . 40

Table 3

Bigelow Schedule

L.)
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There were a total of 16 sessions per week, with each ,session

planned for 40 minutes in duraAon. [able 4 indicates the designatea time

block for each of the field test students.

ACTUAL TIME SCHI-IAJLE

PERIOD ON. TUES. WED. THT1RS.

2 X B C H

3

6

A D E X

X G

7 X X

FR1,1

X

(Letters retet to code names in case histories; X to other students in

sample.]

Table 4

Specific Student Schedules

Although the time from 2:30 - 3:00 P.M. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday

was nriginnlly scheduled for 1ptional use of the system by interested

students on a sign-up basis with priority given to seventh and eighth gra-

ders, this plan proved to be unfeasible because of computer down time.

Scheduling each student for a particular time block was based on

the assumption that most of the time utilized for 1SVD would come from

General Elective Mocks of time, Ninth Grade Elective Periods, Study

Periods, Contract Periods. A minimum of interference with acadeoic class

work was accomplished. No math or foreign language classes were missed.

The English-social studies teachers were agreeable to the Idea of excusing

individual students from these classes whenever necessary. Also, the

science teachers allowed 3 or 4 science periods per week. In general,

a high degree of cooperation and interest was evident.

9
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SUMMARY OF SYSTEM USE

Frequency o; Use

Table 1 shows the freveucy distribution of number of session

by students:

Number of Sessions 0 1 2 3 4 5 >5

Number of Students 0 0 2 5 4 5 0

N 16 Studh,nts

Median number of sessions: 3.5

Mean number of sessions/student: 3.7

Table 1

Distribution of Sessions

Table 1 indicates that 56X of the students (9/16; had four or

more sc_sions with the system, and all had at least two sessions. There

were a total of 60 sessions held.

A complete session vas 40 minutes lw.s. Of the 60 scheduled ses-

sions, approximately 37% of the total, or 22 sessions, were com;lete.

There were 38 shssions which wevc incomplete, or 1e,,s than the scheduled

40 minutes. Ail but. four of these were due to machine failure. Student

tardiness, scheduling problems, and a fire drill accountti for the other

interruptions.

Therefore, although most of the students haZ four or five sessions

with he system, the majority of these sessions were r..t 40 minutes in

length. The follwaing table shows the time in minutes that each student

spent cn the system. [Table. 2, page 8]

For 322 of the total scheduled time the system was down or not in

use. Only 6 of the 16 students had more than tvo hours of accumulated tine

on the system, and 2 studInts had less then one hour. No student had all

of his sessions as complhte sessions; therefore, every student was exposed

to machine failure at or.e time or another during his sessions. the eight

10



Total

Student Time
on the System

S in Minutes

Total Time
Available
in Minutes

Machine
Down Time
in Minutes

Down Time in
Minutes for Other
Interruptions

A 76 200 105 19 (student tardy)

B 120 160 40 0

C 170 200 30 0

D 105 160 35 20 (scheduling)

E 89 120 31

__
0

128 160 25 7 (fire drill)

140 e0 20 0

H 175 200 15 10 (scheduling)

1 61 I A20 59 0

2 55 80 25 0

78 120 42 0

65 120 55 0

111 120 9 0

6 40 80 40 0

122 200 78 0

91 200 1( 0

A

16 1626 2400 718 56

S = Student

Total time on the system fmr all students: 1626 minutes

Total down time: 774 minutes

Total potential time ava:lable as scheduled: 2400 minutes

Table 2

Student Time on the System

11
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students designated by letter were those chosen for case studies. Thy

were primarily selected on the basis of best functioning system use and

the least amount of session down time. however, several students with

special characteristics were included in the case studies to provide for

a range of intelligence and reading abilities and some contrast in approach

to the system. As shown in Table 2, some students had so little time

that no in-depth study seemed appropriate. In each case study the down

time is indicated when it occurred. It is well to keep in mind that after

each machine failure, the initial log-in procedure had to be repeated, so

that additional time spent with no progress occurring.

In spite of the obvious limitations of the field test d.,e to

mechanical failure, it is also notable that rarely did a student fail to

appear for his sch duffed time, and rarely were students tardy for sessions.

The time labeled "scheduling" in Table 2 were roblems with absent students

and substitutes who were called when there was any available extra time.

Some of the session time was lost unavoidably when the substitute could

not each the room immediately, and in some instances, substitutes were not

called.

System Use by Script Type and Data File

There was enough time spent on the system to access many of the

scripts, and a variety of system components. Table 3 summarizes how the

system was used by dzZa file and script type.

Occupation I Education Data Baae Military
Data Base ,Co1.I Trd.Sch.I H.Sch. DataBase Game Total

Preference 23 13 36

bisect liccess 4 1

Concept 3 1 4

Template 7 6 1 14

Total 30 23 0 1 1 4 1 1 59

Table 3

Lse of System Components

12
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A preference script attempts to elicit the Inquirer's attitudes, values,
and interests through a series of questions with sets of alternatives. On
the basis of these responses, he receives a list of schools or jobs that
may be of interest to him. Direct access scripts enable the inquirer to
retrieve Items of specific inf:ormation about a particular occupation or
school. Concept scripts present general instructional information. Template
scripts present job or school descriptions in a standardized format.

In Table 3, use oi a script is defined as gaining entry to the
script and interacting with the material, whether accessing several items
of information or sequencing completely or partially through the sorting
procedure of a preference script. Ti, for example, the inquirer was using
@Data-Col to rind out about admission requirements at throe colleges, this
is counted as one use of the direct access script for colleges. If, on the
ether hand, he goes through the College Preference script twice in succession,
to explore other alternatives, this is counted as two uses of the preference
script for the college file.

Most frequently accessed were the preference scripts, and specifi-

cally the Occupational Preference script. In contrast, the Newton High

School inquirers were more interested in college selectinn, undoubtedly

because this choice was of a more imminent nature. Many of the Bigelow

students had specific vocational ideas and attempted to explore these areas

before seeking information about colleges. Only when an inquirer felt suc-

cessful with the Occupational script and had sufficient time on the syste.,,

did he then explore the area of college choice. Perhaps part of this ori-

entation towards occupations was a result of the experience of the initial

session in which each inquirer was specifically directed to the Occupational

Preference script.

Sore relationship would seem to evolve from the number of sessions

a student had, and the number of data files he accessed. However, :tome

students were content to concentrate in one area only so there was no dl-

1 rect proportion between the number of sessions and the number of data files
1

accessed. Some students spent several sessions just repeat.ng a preference

script and taking different routes each time to explore possibilities of

other choices in the same script. Those with only two sessions had very

little time, and the f:rat session for most students was devoted to the in-

troductory materiel.



Number of Sessions Data Files

2

3

1 1 0 0

3 2 1 2

4 0 1 3

5 0 1 2 2

Total 3 4 7 I

Table 4

Number of Data Files Accessed by Total

Number of Sessions per Student.

Nearly half of the students (7) accessed 3 data files, and 2 ad-

ditional students accessed 4 files. There are many possible explanations

for this but the students with more sessions available certainly had more

time in which to explore the system. Since the first session primarily

was spent in "learning the mechanics", there may be a critical number of

sessions which are necessary before one can explore or access different

areas. For some students, the initial interactions may be used for ex-

ploring the system rather than concentrating on those areas 0 particular

interest. But Table 4 does indicate that the majority of students ac-

cessed three or more data files and those with the most sessions were able

to or desired to access more areas.

14
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THE BIGELOW FIELD TEST
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The eight example case studies are presented in the following

format, with an explanation of each section listed below:

1. Use of System

2. General Description

3. Expectations

4. System Activity

5. Reactions

6. Impressions

7. General Discussion

Use of System This category lists the date and time of each session, its

length, when noted, and the scripts accessed by the inquirer. A complete

session is a full 40 minutes, a partial session, less than 40 minutes. For

a partial session, the inquirer's time on the system and the machine down

time is noted, if the information is available.

General Description This section attempts to give an objective view of

the student and how he relates to his peer group rnd family. It also des-

cribes his approach to the project and his attitude toward the general envi-

ronment of the field test.

Expectations Before the initial interaction with the system, the inquirer

was asked what he expected from the ISVD. His reactions are recorded in this

category.

System Activity This section includes a summary of the inquirer's in-

structions or input to the system and the relevant responses from the system.

The extent of the inquirer's interactions with each script and the general

nature of the session's activities are discussed.

Reactions Although there is some overlap with the folic:m.11g category,

this section gives a generally objective record of the inquirer's attitudes

and behavior during each session. Responses elicited from the student, as

motivated by his interaction with the computer, are also included.

Impressions A subjective description or an interpretation of the inqui-

rer's reactions to the system are considered "Impressions". Incidental

events or environmental changes are described as well as the student's own

evaluation of the sessions and his suggestions for irprovement.
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General Discussion The final section of each case presents a brief

overview discussion of all the material available for each student (his

autobiography, final interviews, session notes) and an interpretation of

his general behavior within the framework of the educational and voca-

tional behavior and attitudes of ninth graders as a group.

17
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CASE STUDY NO 1

Student A, Soy

Regular Schedule for Session

10:05 - 10:47, Monday

Use of the System

Number of Sessions: 5

Session I: Aprfl 28, Partial Session

Session II: May 5, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 20 minutes
Machine Down -- 20 minutes

Session III: May 12, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 20 minutes
Student Tardy -- 20 minutes

Session IV May 19, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 25 minutes
Machine Down -- 20 minutes in the middle

Session V: June 5, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 15 minutes
Machine Down -- 15 minutes

Scripts Accessed: ITS, ITC, DATA, 0CC PREF, COL PREF, 0 MINOR

18
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Caneral Description

Student A was a personable, talkative young man, of average build,

about 5 feet 2 inches tall, with dark hair and eyes. He dressed typically

for his junior high group, no extremes in style or length of hair. He was

at ease with the supervisory and one of the most enthusiastic of the in-

quirers. His eagerness seemingly was not stimulated by a need to solve

imminent problems, but an impersonal academic interest in the computer and

the system. He appeared to be strongly motivated to do well in whatever

he undertook, and to succeed in life generally. But at this time he was

presented with no particular discontinuities. He seemed stable and well

aware of his own position. He realistically expects a long Educational

program in his future which will enable him to have plenty of time for

specific decisions when he is older. All "down time" on Cle computer was

active, for this student engaged the supervisor in discussions on every

sort of subject. The student is deeply involved in all his intelests and

enjoys exploring ideas on many levels.

Expectations

The student said he wanted guidance about colleges, what courses

to take, and information about law and other vocational fields.

19
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SESSION I -- April 28

System Activity

This ..'as a short session; the btudent covered only the intro-

ductory material.

Reactions

The student appeared interested and eager to try the system. He

was extremely caretul and intense about instructions, concentrated in spite

of distractions and asked pertinent questions about he mechanics. He was

qui,..k to catch on and had no problems with the instm-tions. He showed

amusement and surprise when the machine responded with his name and answered

his initial requests.

Impressions

The student liked the system. He quickly memorized his ID number

and was enthusiastic and surprised to find the machine responding personally.

His intense manner revealed the seriousness of his intentions and interest.

SESSION II -- May S

System Activity

The student wanted to repeat the commands but to avoid reviewing

the introductory material. He tried unsuccessfully to get the College Pre-

ference script, and therefore did some work on the Occupational Preference

script.

Reacticns

The student was somewhat distressed and frustrated by failure to

get what he wanted. He felt the pressue of time limitation, both in length

of session and number of sessions, and wanted to "get to the nuts and bolts

of it" though he "understands research difficulties".

20
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Iml7essions

The student was somewhat disappointed that he did not get very

far with what he wanted. There were many distractions: the repairman came

in and out several times, And the computer was down for 20 minutes. He

concentrated on the screen but was unable to get anticipated information.

Although he thinks the system is unreliable because one can not get control

of it, he still is eager to try again. He seemed intrigued by the basic

workings of the computer itself.

SESSION III -- May 12

System Activity

He successfully bypas,ed the review of instructions because he

remembered what to do from the last session. He went through the Occupa-

tional Preference script and got a list of 12 job titles: college faculty

member, secondary school teacher, elementary school teacher, clergyman,

case worker, clinical psychologist, minister, rabbi, priest, home econo-

mist, guidance counselor, research assistant.

Reactions

The student was pleased at his success in avoiding the repetition

of the introductory material. He responded to the salary section of the

Occupational Preference script with, "Oh rani Crazy question!" When he

finished the session, he sat back and said, "Fantastic' Got something fi-

nally." Although the job title list brought some surprises, others were

expected as they involve working with people.

Impressions

The student arrived late and was quite upset that he had missed

most of the session. He was nervous Lecause he did not went to waste

tire, and therefore, was very intent on what he was doing. Because he

had sore concrete evidence of results in the form of a jrA, list, he seemed

more hopeful about the system and its potential than he had been at the

21
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last session. He also had his first suggestion fur improving the system.

He feels you have to repeat too much in order to get to the information.

"You have to get through so much stuff to get the information."

SESSION IV -- May 19

System ActiviCy

The student reviewed sone introductory material before the system

went down for thirty minutes. Then he had to start over again, but mis-

spellings, mistyping, malfunctioning of the slide projector, And keyboard-

CkT misspacings caused him much difficulty in the remaining 18 minutes of

the session. The supervisor finally stepped in and executed the College

Template script. After the student saw the general information about

Harvard, he requested information about admissions and was successfully

routed to that section.

Reactions

The section of admissions included template sentences with blanks.

Upon seeing these blanks, the inquirer responded, "I don't believe it!"

At the explanation that data is still incomplete, he se,med amused and

critical that it should appear anyway in a series of blank statements. He

suggested (and the supervisor agreed) that such statements be eliminated

or completed.

Impressions

"I was almost there but not quite" was the student's summary of

this session. He was distressed when the computer was not working and felt

that it was really in control, not the student. But when it started work-

ing again, he felt back in command and able to direct it fairly quickly

Ind accurately to the information he wanted. He repeatedly reacted with

indications of disappointment 'n the lack of depth of the material. He was

extremely attentive, as indicated by !As posture and attitude while reading

instructions and typing his answets. He still felt the rreasure of tire,
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stimulated in this session by the malf..nction of the machine. When asked

to comment about suggestions for improvement, he stated that you should be

able to pick up where you left off so that you won't have to go through

all the introductory material each session.

SESSION V -- June 5

System Activity

In the very brief first ten minutes before the system went down,

the student tried to get entrance requirement information about Harvard.

He finally got the College Template, which had sentences with blanks in-

stead of information. After ten minutee of down time, he tried again.

Roa7tions

The student tried to hurry and made many typing errors and mis-

spellings. Then Harvard, Harvard College and University of Harvard were

not recognized, by which time the computer was down. When the blank tem-

plate sentences appeared, he was very annoyed and commented, "Kind of

useless".

Impressions

This student never had one complete session in his five times on

the computer. He was very mu:hi involved in what he was attempting to do,

and, therefore, felt very doeply the frustration of being cut off. This

last session was in two brief parts, and offered little satisfaction to the

student's search for information. His intensity at tines seemed to cause

him to make errors, and his annoyance often added to the pressure he already

felt, from lack of time and machine problems.

23
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General Discussion

Student A is a bright, sensitive, intense young man who initially

approached the computer with enthusiasm. His expectations for the aystem

were very great. Mechanical problems and lack of time constAntly plagued

him, with the result that his evaluation of the system became more ,:ealistic.

He felt a lack of depth in the material, and limitations in accessing the

exact information he sought. At times he was quite pleased with his suc.-

cess, but it was more a satisfaction of man over machine, than any gratifi-

cation of real objectives. In the final group interview, he says, "I don't

even think it was fun. I came here just knowing that it would break down.

I finally did get a list of jobs. I can see how they got it -- it was

fairly close. But in junior high -- our age, I think you're wasting your

system. I think it would be good for college kids and high school kids,

like juniors and seniors."

He really felt the machine could present a good fact sheer, but

that he was not ready for that type of information. What he thought was

needed at his age level is a personal analysis of interests, capacities, and

goals which would give a direction for vocatio ncentration rather than

specifics. In the final group interview, fol.. .Lng another student's com-

ment that the "computer can give you an idea of what jobs are like", he

remarked, "I agree with his theory, but I don't think the mt..:ne is the

thing that can do it. I don't think it knows abough about you, your person-

ality. You ;to through a.,ut eight or nine questions or so, asking which

you prefer, what income bracket, etc. -- but it doesn't know eau ugh about

you personally, your mind, etc. I think it would be much easier to talk

to a guidance counselor about it, who knows you as a person, than to a

computer.

As shover in the autobiographies, student A believes that the vo-

cation he chooses really :aist be determined by what he is as an individual.

His serious 'nd mature self concept is revealed through his interests and

values, and in a realistic evaluation of his on capacities.

Pe thinks it is important that iris values and interests be influ-

enced by the realities of contemporary society. He feels some more urgency

to "help people" and enter "social service", and this presents so-ewhat of
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a conflict between his ambition for financial success and his social respon-

sibility. This conflict of "materialism versus idealism" is not insoluble

to him, since he feels that several career ,:thoices of wolkiug with people,

can satisfy both goals. The legal profession seems particularly tailored to

his needs because his greatest satisfaction is in inte121,1tal challenAe --

"pitting myself against another person's mind".

At this time in his life, the student was not aced with any real

discontinuities. He had found an area in which his interests and social

conscience are satisfiei and one in which he feels amply confident of his

abilities. It is also a profession that is acceptable to both his peer group

and his family and teachers. Though he had not derided specifically on the

legal profession, he felt no pressure for narrowing his choice at this point

in time because he's only in the ninth grade. Thus, working with the s.,s-

tem had little effect on him, except to confirm his belief that personal

analysis is necessary for guic.ince.

2 5
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CASE STUDY NO. 2

Student B, Girl

Regular Schedule for Session

9:21 - 10:03, Tuesday

Use of the System

Number of Sessions: 4

Session 1: April 29. Complete Fz.zsion
Student returned after school the following day
for a 30 minute session

Session III: Hay 14, Partial Session
S-udent Usage -- 25 minutes
Machine Down -- 15 minutes in the middle of session

Session 1V: Hay 27, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 15 minutes
Machine Down -- 25 minutes in the middle of session

Scripts Accessed: ITS, 1TC, 0CC PREF, OCC TEMPLATE, DATA, BELPVAROCC
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General Description

Student B was a tall (about 5 feet 6 inches), attractive, stylishly

dressed young lady. She was very mature and appeared older than her 15

years. With her make-up and chic clothes, she gave the impression of being

a sophisticated young woman. She felt comfortable and was quite self-assured

with other people, as evidenced when she participated in demonstrations both

at Harvard and at Bigelow. She was outgoing and had a vibrant personality.

Most of her friends, whom she described as "semi-hippies", were in high

school. She was an open, honest individual pith a realistic self-awareness.

Her most obvious characteristic was impatience. She was action-oriented,

eager to move, and anxious for response and 'modiste results. She approached

the computer with curiosity and was soon distressed by its slowness. Her

orn responses were often too quick and, therefore, she made careless mis-

takes. Her lack of inhibition allowed her a good relationship with the

supervisor and the freedom to question anything. Her self- confidence allowed

her trial and error and the feeling of being in control of the system.

Her eagerness persisted in spite of frustrations.

Expectations

of jobs."

Student R said she wanted "information about jobs, different kinds

2"
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SESSION I April 29

System Activity

The student went through the introductory material quickly and

proceeded through the Occupational Preference script two times, bur. elim-

inated all jobs on both occasions. Therefore she came in after school

the following day to repeat the Occupational Preference script.

Reactions

Student B was eager and impatient. She consistentl,, asked

whether to push the'send block, type the sentence, etc., but, reallj wanted

reassurance in her hurry, as she knew what she was doing. She was dis-

gusted when the CRT did not clear immediately and several times responded

before the asterisk appeared or pushed send block before finishing the

text. She was quite frustrated at eliminating all jobs on both trials.

Impressions

The student's summary of the first session was, "The machine

doesn't work coickly enough." Although she needed reassurance on operating

pro,:edures, she took command of the system. Though she was impatient with

the machine, she maintained her enthusiasm.

SUSION II -- May 6

System Activity

The student reviewed the introductory material briefly; then she

accessed the Occupational Preference script twice. The first tire she

eliminated all jobs, but tho second time she got her first job list:

organic chemist, industrial designer, zoologist, anatomist,

biophysicist, physiologist, pharmacologist, commercial de-

signer, art teacher.

Sha used the Occupational template for a description of a biophysicist.
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Reactions

The job list was helpful; the information about a biophysicist,

interesting, but not detailed enough. A hardcopy was made of both the job

list and template description. She had problems with instructions and

complained that the blinking words were distracting. She was also con-

fused by the word "script", and found several instructions unclear, com-

menting that the language should be easier to understand. She often

hesitated in pushing send block or typing an answer, because she was

unsure of what was expected of her. She queried the supervisor about the

number of choices that could be made before a Job list would be eliminated.

Impressions

Th supervisor thought this session was profitable for the stu-

dent as she was interacting successfully with the system. The student

said, "It is like a big toy. I like it, and I'm happy about the list of

jobs." She was less impatient once she had her list, and eery ych in-

volved with the activities. She made praying gestures while waiting for

a list of jobs, and was very pleased to finally get the list. After four

rounds of the script, eliminating all jobs each time, she was particularly

anxious to take care in selecting the options that would produce a job

list. She looked forward to the text session so she could do the Occu-

pational Preference script again and Qiiange her selection of options.

SESSION III -- May 14

Sys7-em Activity

This was an atypical test situation because there were three ob-

seriers present throughout the session. IL student reviewed the intro-

ductory material and commented that the instructions were easy to read. She

accessed the Occupational Preference script and received her second list

of Jobs, of whi,:h she made a hardcopy. List two:

organic chemist, electrician, accountant, commercial airplane

pilot, medical technologist, pharmacist, zoologist, anatomist,
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biophysicist, animal husbandman, pathologist, physiologist,

pharmacologist.

She then selected to see the description of a commercial airplane pilot.

The computer then stopped functioning for 15 minutes.

Reactions

The student operated the equipment well this time, with less

hesitancy and carelessness. She commented on the use of the words "yep"

and "nope" on CRT responses, stating they were too "computerish". She

was constantly distressed by the flashing words. While waiting :or her job

list, she again remarked that she knew it would not work, and then was most

pleased when another list appeared.

She felt the template with the blank sentences did not make sense,

and at one point during the description of a commercial airplane pilot, she

remarked "Thanks a bunch; I knew that before."

She brought her first job list with her when she came in, and this

time noted that there were seven repeats from the first list. She commented

that in making selections for the second list, she had concentrated on op-

tions that dealt with working with ideas and next time would select vari-

ables that involved much activity.

Impressions

"I like it" was her response to this session. Again the student

found some faults but generally seemed pleased with the results she obtained.

There were three observers throughout the period, but the student did not

appear disturbed by their presen:e. She functioned is she normally did and

performed very well. She said she knows what to do. "If you weren't here

I think that I could operate it by myself. I might have to read the in-

structions more carefully though." She felt at home with the system, satis-

fied with the information she received, undisturbed by observers, and

anxious to go on to the next session in spite of the fact that she was

frustrated by machine failure for 15 minutes in the riddle of the period.

It was interesting that this student noted the words "yep" and "nope" ceiling

then "computerish", when tie intent th.la informal language was to appear

conversational and uncomputerish.
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SESSION IV -- May 27

System Activity

After reviewing the introductory material, the student wanted

specific information about a college, but the script wasn't functioning

properly so she accessed the Occupational Preference script. She made

a hardcopy of the first job list, and then the computer went "down" for

25 minutes. After the system was "up" again, she went back into the

Occupational Preference script, and got a second job list. First list:

illustrator, industrial designer, dance:, instrumental musician,

clothes designer, stage scenery designer, painter, commercial

designer, art teacher.

Second list:

forester, soil scientist, soil conservationist, zoologist.

Reactions

The student remarked at the end of the session, "Very annoying

. . . I don't like it breaking down." She was pleased with the first job

list, and made a hardcopy of ot, commenting, "I want to see what jobs are

the same." She noted that industrial designer and clothes designer were

on all three lists. She wanted to get more job lists to find out which

jobs would appear on all lists. She also planned to alter several of the

options for each list. She did not bother with a hard copy of the second

list because "It's nothing like me. I'm very upset."

She again commented several time3 during the session that she

expected to machine to break down and that she did not expect to receive a

job list. When the computer did go down she remarked, "I told you it would

go down." She discussed the possibility of getting another list if the

computer started working again, "I'm very upset because this stupid thing

won't go on. I'm vary impatient." At one point when her input about

college entrance requirements was not recognised, she decided to OSTOP

because, "I'm very impatient. I don't want to put up with any of that

today." Again, inepite of obvious annoyances, she was eager to try again.
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Impressions

A technician from Sanders was present but not distracting to the

student. She was impatient with the slow responses, and constantly ex-

pected mechanical breakdown. When asked for suggestions for improving the

system, she replied, "Start getting it better." Her frustration level is

lower than some, but her satisfactions hive been relatively high. When

asked if she felt in control of the computer, she remarked, "I think that I

have controlled it since I Legan." But later when the CRT responded too

slowly to suit her, she said, "I don't have any faith in this machine." At

another point she said, "I must have eliminated all jobs. It's taking too

long." She had command of the system, and was getting the information she

wanted, but wi.s often annoyed by breakdown, which she always expected, and

often occurred. Other frustration vas caused by looping and technical dif-

ficulties beyond her control.
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General Discussion

In her autobiography, the student starts by saying, "I don't

know that kind of person I really am" which appears to bu a realistic

evaluation, consistent with her behavior and comments in this brief series

of cessions. She's a restless 15 year old, very mature physically, and

impatient to explore life, with a great deed of self-assurance and faith

in her belief, "I can get what I want if I try."

What she wants, as she states it, is a lively, active career

that satisfies her energies and gives her financial reward. Her eagerness

kept her wanting to come back to the system, and gave her satisfaction when

information was forthcoming. Her impatience kept her anticipating fail-

ure, in obtaining what she was after, and in the non-controllable aspects

of the mechanism itself. She was always contradicting herself -- frustra-

tion and satisfaction seemed to appear together. At one point she was

aware of selecting two options that did not go together. She said, "Bet

I'm going to eliminate all jobs by using both of then. I know I'm going

to contradict myself, but I can't help it."

Although she was well aware of her extreme impatience with the

system, people, and generally with most things, she accepted this in herself,

neither with shame, nor with pride. This was just her way. Since she's

this way, she will find a way of life that is "constantly changing, not

tedious or boring" and she was quite confident that this is possible. She

has thus far very little idea of w:,at sort of education or vocation the

future would hold, but she was not in the least threatened by any pressure

to choose. She was very much interested in the job lists and the common

vocations that appeared on them, and approached it sensibly as some good

ideas to consider. The system was personal to her, and she felt comfortable

in directing it to help her by presenting her with information and ideas.

She was not hesitant in consistently criticizing the shortcomings

which caused her "A lot of aggravations", such as flashing words ar.d dif-

ficult instructions. but when her list appeared, or other information was

reached, she rot restrained in her enthusiasm. Her moods could change

abruptly and reverse her reactions. Occasionally when the system began

looping or other technical problems threatened, she would just stop and
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shift to another script. If data was not readily available, her mood

would determine her degree of persistence.

When asked how she felt about the question, "What do you want to

do today?" which introduced the Orient I script, she said, "You have your

choice of things to do. You just say what you want to do -- military,

jobs, colleges. Why should people have trouble with it. It gets across

its points and you answer it." This was a reflection of her self - assurance,

and impatience with indecisiveness.

When asked if the system had changed her thinking, she responded,

"No, ISVD only made my thinking stronger."
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CASE STUDENT NO. 3

Student C, Boy

Res-iliac Schedule for Session

9:21 - 10:03, Wednesday

Use of the System

Number of Sessions: 5

Session I: April 30, Complete Session

Session II: May 7, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 22 minutes
Machine Down -- 18 minutes at end of the session

Session III: May 14, Complete Session, 9:20 - 10:00 A.M.

Session IV: May 21, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 28 minutes
Machine Down -- 12 minutes at tlze and

Session V: May 28, Complete Session

Scripts Accessed: ITS, ITC, 0CC PREF, DATA, ITM, OFFICERS,
HELPVARCOL, COLPREF, COLT, HUPNAMECOL
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General Description

St.dent C was rather studious looking of average height (about 5

feet 6 inches), slender, and with dark curly nair. He dressed typically

for his group, not extremely faddish or conservative. Though soft-spoken

and on the quiet side, he was self-assured, poised, and rather individual-

Istic. He seemed secure and comfortable when discussing his family. He

was always intereste- in the system, but not overly enthusiastic; he never

thoUght of coml:g after school or at non-scheduled periods, but he did

as he was sappore to and likes whet he did. He was intrigued technically

by the computer, with an intelligent curiosity about the system.

Expectations

The student said he did not know what to expect and thought he

would be surprised. He conceptualized the systen "as maybe being a mechan-

ical guidance counselor with information."
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SESSION I -- April 30

System Activity

Student went through the introductory material, and part of the

Occupational Preference script; he had few questions ard seemed to under-

stand the commands.

Reactions

The student did not appear uneasy at all, and seemed to be in

command of the system. His questions pertained to specific sections of

the 4.-1,coductory material. He stated that the only difficult instructions

dealt with the opening section of the Occupational Preference script, which

pertained to language interpretation.

Impressions

According to the student, the system was "easy to understand and

fun to play with." Student C seemed relaxed and approached the session

with a light and easy attitude. He concluded that the system could be a

great help and looked forward to the n,xt session. Of all the inquirers,

he seemed most successful in grasping the ;ay jobs were eliminated. This

right have been partly due to his lack of tension, permitting him to be more

objective without ezetional involvement.

SESSION 11 -- May 7

System Activit,i

The review of introductory scripts was brief. The atudent selected

to see infurmatien about the military. He inquired about ROTC and en-

listed men's pay scales, and made a hard copy of the latter. He used the

ccmrands effect an4 without hesitation.

Reactions

The studen: .anted specific information and felt comfortable about

using the comranla t..) access the information he wanted. He was quite
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satisfied with the results and selfconfident about his actions. He was

somewhat disappointed when the machine did not tunction for the last 18

minutes, but he was not particularly disturbed by it.

Impressions

The student seemed to be enjoying the system. He operated the

equipment well, and was pleased with his success. He said, "It's good;

it's helping me a lot. It is giving me information that I want to know

about." He felt the enlisted men's pay scales were the most helpful. He

had cne suggestion for improvinc. the system. There should be send block

commands for aections of the material where options are not listed below,

such as one line sentences, etc.

SESSION III -- May 14

System Activity

This was an atypical test situation because the were three ob-

servers present throughout the session, mld tvo Sanders technicians or a

five-minute period.

The student went through the introductory material, with a few

typing errors, aid theu requested information about Navy officers and NROTC.

He queried the officers script for all relevant information, being partic-

ularly interested in general information about Navy ROTC and Navy promo-

tion paths.

Reactions

The student was obv!.ously nervous because of the three observers

and the distractions of the techniciarr.. Although he previously had no

problems, he forgot to shift for his password, rade typing errors, and

typed wrong answers to instruttions, as, for exarple, he typed out entire

sentences instead of numbers or letters. Ile was disappointed Oa', he Fad

to go through all the military introductory matetial when he specifically

wanted information about ROTC. When he finally got the officers' pay scale

and a list of schcols offering Navy ROTC, he rade hard copies of both.
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Impressions

The distractions of other people present influence the student's

activities during this session. Although he was not at ease and did not

perform as usual, he did very well considering the circumstances. In spite

of many mechanical errors on his part, which kept the session frc- being

as successful as previous times, he said "I feel that I had more control."

He was frustrated, though, by the inability to get to the information he

sought. He felt the system was not direct enough, as he had to go through

much material before he could reach the point he intended to reach immed-

iately. He said, "I think a counselor would be better in certain areas,

but he wouldn't have all of the information as the computer; but I did get

the information I wanted."

SESSION 1V -- May 21

System Activ'.ty

As he had dona each time, the student came in with a plan in mind.

This session he intended to find out about HarvArd and other colleges, so

he went to the DAT, script. Because of problems with the system, he had

difficulty getting information about first year course requirements at

Harvard University. He was distr "ssed at the repeated computer responses,

"The machine does not understand your answer." He did get a hard copy of

variables for the college data bane.

Feactions

This time the student had some difficulty communicating with the

system. The HelpVarCol and Data scripts poAed language difficulties. He

felt that several instruction sections were ambiguous. At one point, he

asked if he should type a number or the word "cost" and when told he slJuld

decide, he took a coin from his pocket, flipped it, and typed the number.

When blank template sentences appeared In the College Template script, he

remarked, "The machine hes gone batty."
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Impressions

The student encountered more frustrations in accessing the

information than in prior sessions. Pe still reacted by being baffled and

curious at what was happening rather than feeling anger or frustration.

His summary of the day was, "The computer is rather a temperamental old

fool. Actually it was pretty good, although I was baffled about informa-

tion about Harvard . . not deep enough; for programs of study, there was

no information about courses." When asked whether he had control over the

computer, or vice versa, he said, "Not today! Ic had a mind of its own."

This referred partr.rularly to the numerous "not understand" messages that

he had seen.

In addition to the suggestion to provide a greater depth of

information, student C suggested "cutting don long directional' as another

way to in2rove the system.

He felt the instructions in the HelpVarCol and Data scripts were

difficnit. Wben he came across ambiguities or when his input sentences

were not recognized, the student wanted to know exactly how much the com-

puter was able to understand. This seemed to reflect his serious interest

in the system's capacities and potential.

SESSION V -- May 28

System Activity

The College Preference and College Template scripts were the stu-

dent's major source of interaction with the system. The HelpNameCol script

was accessed for a short period of time.

The student was not as precise in his predefined goals as in other

sessions. He asked what the computer could dc besides what was listed in the

co ~ands. HE decided that he would like a list of colleges. When he got

into the College Preference script, he eliminated all schools on tne fitst

round because the option "freshman standing" did not function. He remarked,

"Row could that have happened? . . . I had 316 colleges." After 1,e got a

list of the first 10 of 132 colleges, he wanted specific information about
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a particular school And then encountered system's problems in the form of

looping and script input errors. In the HelpNameCol script, he indicated

that he wanted a listing of the schoola from the preference script and was

informed that he hadn't taken the script before, at which point he asked

the supervisor, "Didn't I take it before?" He went back to the preference

script and got his list of colleges down to nine schools, but the list

failed to appear.

The student did not make a hard copy of the first 10 of 132 colleges.

Reactions

Generally perturbed seems to beat describe the student's reaction

this Lime. Several times a quizzical look appeared on his face, as he was

unsure whether he had "flubbed", as he put it, or whether the machine was

acting strange. "1c striken me like it's nuts!" When asked what he meant,

he said, "Jumping off into totally unrelated topics from what you are work-

ing with."

Impressions

The ' upervisor agreed with the student's evaluation that the com-

puter was a bit crazy that day; looping, sporadic skipping, and unexplained

responses kept cccurring. This session the student's answer to the query,

"Who was in control?" was "Half and half." System and script errors sur-

prised him. He was unsure whether he had erred or whether the computer was

unreliable. Several times he shook his head when he looped into the wrong

scripts or was unable to get !.nformation.

The reacted good-naturedly, as if a friend he had found fairly

reliable in the past, had gone crazy for a day. One time, with a smile on

his face, he raised his hand as if to strike the console. When asked e)out

the value of the system, he said he still felt that it vas a good idea. "If

At could have pulled up the nine colleges, it would have been very good."

His suggestion that "Ihere should be uncomplicated, simple directions for

the computer. Once it gets off and is not working, there should be simpler

things than typing 12345678901HELP." But t.e commented that the instructions

were easy to understand.

The student cperated the system well, with quie:compcence. He

made good use of the commands. He had sore difficulty understanding h,w to
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phrase his requests properly so that the computer would understand his

input.
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General Discussion

Of all the b-udents in the field test, this boy was most relaxed

and comfortable with the computer and with the various problems that arose.

His Sense of humor was maintained throughout, which kept him from reacting

in anger or frustration This unruffled tolerance allowed him to concen-

trate on grasping the complexity of the material and the methods available

to proceed through the system. He went farther than any other student in

the scripts and in generally understanding how to progress through to the

information he wanted. When he made typing errors, he smiled, and tried

again; when the system looped or failed, he smiled and tried again. This

quiet acceptance of problems persisted throughout -- even in the final

sesoion when the machine was particularly uncooperative, giving him incor-

rect responses and switching him from topic to topic.

When he was asked how he felt about the open-ended question in the

Orient I script, "What do you want to do today?" the student said it was

no problem for him, because he always thought in advance about what he plan-

ned to do. He came to each session prepared with spectfic suggestions.

This reflected his conscientiousness; he took the project seriously, and

approached it in his well organized fashion. It also seemed consistent

with his general behavior pattern, which was self-confident in his poise

and maturity. Rath in his autobiography and in conversation, he indicated

solid family relationships -- certain qualities ere appreciated in his

father, such as activity, sports, technical skills, and others is his mother,

her personable, warm human relations. He emulated these admired values

from both parents.

His leaning toward the medical profession seemed stimulated by

unpressured, thoughtful consideration of the field and the challenge it

offered. This was also notably affected by the belief that some field of

medicine would enable him to make a needed contribution to society, ". . .

a needed skill in the world today. Besides I like to help people when I

can." The importance of his sports and outdoor interestes appeared to be

his other side, and quite naturally relegated to an avocational role.

These interests never entered the picture as options for jobs, but were

a high priority in his personal description. This presented no conflict,
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as he obviously saw how his father, who is a physician, managed to have

both ways of life fit into a pleasant pattern.

His intellectual curiosity was evidenced both in his self-appraisal,

when he commented on his many interests, and in his approach to this project.

Perhaps because he was able to restrain his emotional involvement, he was

more perceptive of the purposes and intricasies of the system. At one

point, when inquiring about colleges, he asked if there was data about him

in the computer. He wondered if test scores or personal characteristics

were matched to colleges in any way.

Altogether, it was an interesting interlude for this student. He

felt he gained some concrete information, and was exposed to an intriguing

ccncept. He accepted it as one of life's enriching experiences.
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CASE STUDY NO. 4

Student D, Boy

Regular Schedule for Session

10:05 - 10:47, Tuesday

Use of the System

Number of Sessions: 4

Session I: April 29, Partial Session
Machine down at the beginning of session

Session II: May 5, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 20 minutes
Student came as a substitute for another inquirer.

Session III: May 20, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 30 minutes
Machine Down -- 10 Lninutes, two intervals of

machine failure during session

Session IV: May 27, Complete Session

Scripts Accessed: ITS, ITC, NEWTONIOTEMPLATE, 1,,LWTON11DA, ORIENT I,
TA, OCCIEMPLATE, UCC PR'F
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General Description

Student D was tall, about 5 feet 7 inches, slender, with neat hair

and clothing, and dressed tyvically for his age. He was physically mature,

and though not always clean-si,aven, never unkempt looking. He was prompt,

polite, and cooperative. He soemed like a stable person, one who knew his

own capabilities and interests. His job after school as an auto mechanic

was more enjoyable than his clasiwork. He liked to wirk with his hands and

was interested in anything to do with engines and mechanics. He knew that

he was not a good reader and was sensitive about his reading ability. He

rarely asked questions, and when the sq.ervisor inquired as to whether he

needed assistance, he Would not say, "I don't understand", but would hesi-

tate and attempt to do the section without admitting that he had failed to

comprehend. His greatest interest in the computer was in the mechanics of

the machine itself. He was very curious about the working of the computer.

Expectations

The student said he had no idea what to expect. He would t.ave to

see more of the system to know about it.
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SESSION I -- April 29

System Activity

The student asked few questions, but there were long pauses when

he did not act, so the supervisor interjected comments co see if he under-

stood. He pushed send block before he finished reading the text, and needed

some instructions interpreted. He misspelled several words, and typed

his birth date instead of his age.

Reactions

This student stated right away that he was not a good reader. He

seemed to try the text, and then would push send block before he finished,

perhaps becevise he assumed he would not understand the rest of the text.

Impressions

His comments on the system were, "I like it. The instructions

aren't too hard. Smarter kids wouldn't have too mt h trouble." He seemed

somewhat apologetic for his own limitations in reading and spelling. Other-

wise, he was implying that the instructions were good, but he was inade-

quate to understand tnem thoroughly.

SESSION II -- May 5

5ystem Activity

The student accessed the tenth and eleventh grade Newton High

School information.

Reactions

Both the Newton 10th and 11th grade templates had sectiofls that

were difficult for the student to read. He did not ask questions, but only

admitted that he did not understand the text when the supervisor prompted

him.

''i I
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Impressions

Because student D was substituting for an absertee inquirer, he

had to use the supervisor's identification number. Since he had only 20

minutes on the system, he was instructed by the supervisor to assist in

debugging the Newton scripts.

The student tried to be very cooperative. He operated the machine

well. He commented again that he was not a good reader and that he was

sure good readers would not have problems with the system.

SESSION III -- May 20

System Activity

After the introductory material, the student wanted to find out

information about a mechanic. He was 1-.esitant about using the commands, but

finally started the Data-Job script when the machine went down. After

another try, the machine went dcwn again, so he never got very far.

Reactions

With the machine failing twice, the student was frustrated in his

attempts to get specific information about a rechanic. His reactions were

annoyance, but not anger. He made many errors himself, for example, in

the introductory script, when it asks "Do you know the commands?", he typed

"No, I know the commands.' because he thought it said "Do you want to see

the commands?" His misrer.dings and misspellings delayed him several tires.

After both machine failures, he had to go through the introduction again,

which confused him somewhat.

Iuressions

This interrupted session was not very satisfying for the student.

"I'm so fed up with the beast because it's breaking down every tire I core

in. If the 'east is working I might get sore help." He also conrented,

"It only works when I an here other than when I am supposed to." This

referred to the previous session when he was a substitute.
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He made several other observations. He asked, "What is the sense

of the slides?" he was unhappy about starting all over again after the

machine had been down. He also wanted to know why you could not see the

password, which indicates that perhaps he had not read or understood the

CRT message about the password being invisible. He had some trouble find-

ing some of the letters and symbols on the keyboard. When asked whether

he felt he had control over the computer, he answered, "No, the computer is

in control. It breaks down a lot." Often the student would read a section

and not respond until the supervisor would make a suggestion or clarify

what she thought might be the point in contention. He summarized the ses-

sion in these words, "I'm getting more used to it now. Instructions are

easier to understand. It's clear. I have a hard time reading. It pro-

bably takes longer for one to read the instructions than other .,Jeople."

SESSION IV May 27

System Activity

A technician from Sanders was present throughout the session.

The student again tried to get information about a mechanic, but

was unsuccessful because of system's problems in recognizing his thput, and

his own typing and spelling errors. He spent the latter part of the session

in taking the Occupational Preference script twice, but did not receive a

job list.

Reactions

When the student saw the question, "What do you want to do today?"

he said "I'm always faced with that question . . . I know what I'm going

to do now." He set out to get information about a mechanic since "I never

got there last tire." In requesting the information, he left syt.bols out

of the commands and needed assistance in spelling 'rechonicl. When he

correctly inputted the title, it was not recognised by the system. The

system then looped into another script, at which point the supervisor exe-

cuted the Occupational Template script. Several alternate titles (television
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and radio repair, repairman, technician) were inputted, but again, not

recognized. After the system looped, the student accessed Cie Occupational

Preference script, which proved to be more successful. He never displayed

much annoyance, but peisisted patiently.

Impressions

He summarized the session in this way, "Well, it didn't break down

for the whole period." But he added later, "Seems to be getting harder and

harder to net information out . . . Don't know what jobs they have . . .

You name a topic, it can't pull it out . . . It isn't balanced right." He

didn't feel he had received any real help. The student never lost his calm

cooperative attitude. He accepted correction and repeated his input many

times, with polite good will. He seemed almost glad that the computer was

making mistakes, too, and was quite pleased to be asked for suggestions to

improve the system. He complained about the "beast's" shortcomings in a

rather assured way, seemingly because he rarely has the opportunity to have

his judgment valued. Also, perhaps his familiarity with machinery, made

him more understanding of mechanical problems.

su
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General Discussion

In the student's autobiography, he uses two words, "obedient" and

"nice" to describe himself. These were both accurate. He was always

courteous and polite, and cooperated in every wav he could. When he was

frustrated in his attempts to get information, he was perturbed but never

roused into losing his temper. His reading difficulty was of long standing

at school, and though he repeated several times that he was not a good

reader, and I'm a lousy speller", he was almost embarrassed about it. He

never said he did not understand, but would go ahead and try something to

avoid a .ilitting that he had not read or comprehended the instructions.

One had the feeling he had built up many mechanisms over the years at school

to avoid letting anyone know that he was not reading the material. Initi-

ally, he seemed to blame errors on his own failure, but as it became apparent

that the machine sometimes was at fault too, he seemed to feel more compan-

ionable with it, calling it the "beast" and complaining about it in almost

a teasing way, as his fellow traveler along the path of mistakes. The

supervisor told him several ;Ames that she wanted his opinions about the

system and his suggestions for improving it. She explained that this was

just a test situation to find out how all kinds of students reacted to

the system, and if he found the material difficult to understand or not

clear enough, this was very important in helping them improve the system

for other students. He seemed finally to feel flattered that his evalua-

tion was important, and almost enjoyed analyzing the problems he had en-

countered.

He was very much interested in the computer itself, and watched

the technician intently when he came in during the last session to change

a transistorized board. He looked inside the black box to see how the

components worked, and asked how the messages were sent and received.

He preferred being involved with cats and engines and felt that

he could get a full-time job as an auto mechanic since he already was

working on a part-ti:e basis as a rechanic, and, in his opinion, fairly

good at this type of work. He didn't find vocational direction to be a

problem. He was interested in finding out about the job of an auto re-

chanic, but he was not pressured or indecisive, so he had no real problems

with which to confront the system.
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His sessions were an experience that aroused his curiosity

technically, but he never got far enough along to get. personally involved.

He managed the operation ciZ the equipment well, touch-typing at all times,

but his reading limitation definitely hampered his success.
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CASE STUDY NO. S

Student E, Boy

Regular Schedule for Session

10:05 - 10:47, Wednesday

Use of the System

Number of Sessions: 3

Session. I: April 30, Partial Session
Machine down at the beginning of session

Session II: May 7, Complete Session

Session III: May 21, Partial Seavion
Student Usage -- 25 minutes
Machine Dcwn -- 20 minutes, at beginning and then

at the end of the session

Scripts Accessed: ITS, ITC, 0CC TEMP, OCC PREF

J
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General Description

Student E was a tall, dark haired, physically mature looking

ninth grade boy, of medium build, who approached the initial session with

assurance. He was not really interested in the system as an experience,

but expected it to function as an immediate aid. He appeared preoccupied,

and rather in a hurry. There was little conversation or 'small talk'; he

seemed to be searching for the potential of the system so he cuild get at

the information without any delay. Though never hostile, he was somewhat

tense and anxious, and any delay was intolerable.

He stated in his autobiography that he would like to be an elec-

trician with his own contracting company. He was very analytic in stating

his values and goals, and seemed to be at a stage of questioning these

definitions. All of his reactions were bold and emotional. When asked,

for instance, what he wanted to do on the computer, he threw his arms in

the air, "How do I know what I want to do?"

Expectations

This student said, "Don't know, no idea."
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SESSION 1 -- April 30

System Activity

The student went through the introductory material.

Reactions

Student seemed to understand the instructions, but several times

needed reassurance about the use of send block, asking "Now shall I send?"

Be found the hard copy section to be ambiguous. He did not appear to have

a reading problem, but was hesitant in carrying out instructions.

Impressions

"It was interesting but just a machine." was the student's re-

action when the session was over. He was very much interested in how the

equipment operates. He also questioned whether he would have to go through

all the introductory material again next time. This seemed to iniicate an

interest in what would come next, and an anticipation about exploring the

system further.

SESSION II -- Hay 7

System Activity

The student went through the introductory material and accessed

the Occupational Preference script. Be received this job list:

arc welder, electrician, auto mechanic, dental-lab technician,

paperhanger, diesel mechanic, compositor, photoengraving prin-

ter, stereotyper, process artist, stripper apprentice, watchraker.

He used the Occupational Template to get a description of an electrician,

and rade hard copies of both his list and the description. The student

received a great deal of direct help from the supervisor.

Feactions

In the introductory material, the student netdei reassurance about

several points, and kept indicating that he felt the instructions were not
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direct enough. He needed to be reminded to type the symbols that make

the password invisible, and also to push send block after text. He made

an error in answering the question, "Do you remember the instructions or

do you wish to review?"

Impressions

This student seemed very uncomfortable with the open-ended sit-

uation, and strongly urged a more structured format. His frustration

level was so low that the supervisor gave him much more assistance than

she gave other stAents. He recommended that the supervisor should tell

the students what to say, and generally be far more directive. "How does

a student know?" he asked. Although he understood most of tie material,

he commented that the information should be more to the point. He sug-

gested that hard copies should be made of everything a student does. He

rade copies of both his list and job description, and felt that the infor-

mition was useful. He said he did not want to take the Occupational Pre-

ference script again, since he was satisfied with the list that he had

recAved.

SESSION III -- Hay 21

System Activity_

The student had difficulty avoiding repetition of the introductory

section because he responded "yes" to the review option. He wanted to re-

turn to the template description of en electrician rather than accessing

the Occupational Preference script. However, he proceeded to type "yes" when

the system asxed if he wanted the script. lhe supervisor intetened, and

the student vent on to the Occupational Template. He only got a.1 far as the

first part of the template when the machine fare?, and it was dowa for the

rest of the period.

React tens

the student got so annoyed that he typed in wrong answers. He

lost his ID and password, so he needed to borrow au extra copy. Ee asked
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when to shift to get symbols, and he needed assistance with the slide

projector question. The projector came on before he pushed the run button,

which caused him to remark, "This is weird." When in the Occupational

Template script, the system looped and he returned to Orient I, he commented,

"The computer is mixed up." Though the session was full of minor problems,

he remained very mush interested.

Impressions

Because the student had been so impatient in the past, he was

given direct assistance. The student suggested that the supervisor ". . .

should type the number so that I'm ready to go when I come in. Then

you shouldn't have it for just one period. When you get it straightened

out, it's time to go." He reiterated that more direction was needed. In

spite of his receiving more help than most students, he wanted more and

seemed to indicate that the computer should be in control, and the student

required to do very little. When asked about the question "What do you want

to do today?", his response was, "I don't know. How an I to know? It

leaves you blank and then you have to stare thinking."

Ne also suggested that it would be goal to hear a person's voice

rather than to constantly read material on tha screen. He commented again

on his dislike for repeating all the introductory material. His overall

feeling about the system was expressed in this comment: "It would be a

good idea if it would work. It would help a lot of Kids. Right now it's

a mess." When asked to explain further, he restated his desire for more

direction, and a highly structured interaction. During this session, the

student appeared more calm and less impatient. His interest in the system

was still high.
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General Discussion

This student reacted strongly to the open-ended nature of the

system. He seemed to be searching for the precise limitations of the in-
-

formation, so that he could be more directed from outside, and les. left

to his own inclinations. He continually asked what to do, and resented

having the role of active leader given back to him. He wanted the system

to take the lead, and simply give him choices from a concrete list of

choices, so that he could receive information. He seemed to understand

the material instructions. He could not cope with ambiguity.

The guidance counselor 'ndicated that the student had some emo-

tional problems. He discussed his high school plens briefly, saying he

did not want to go to the Newton Technical School because "the kids there

goof off, and there are some troublemakers." He spoke of his older

friends, and his 'experience' and gave the supervisor the feeling that he

was on the borderline of picking his role in life. He had already been

in some trouble, and felt his immediate future would decide for him whether

he would end up a 'trouble-maker' or not. He was well aware of the possi-

bilities and also of the contradictions in his behavior. He discusses

this in his autobiography, aril observes thet he is completely opposite from

his parents and brother, and maybe his Friends have influenced him. His

impatience may have been caused by his anxiety, and the discontinuities of

his life at that time. The vocational decisions were a part of the prob-

lem, but not too important to him. He planned further schooling, so the

vocational choice was not imminent.

This type of system did not seem satisfying to student E, and he

consistently demanded more structure and direction. He wanted to be told

what to say, and was not interested in exploratory action. he wanted infor-

mation, and answers without delay. He did possibly get some vocational

help in th, information he recei,ed, but the experience with the system was

n...t a fulfilling one for him.
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CASE STUDY NO. 6

Student F, Girl

Regular Schedule for Session

10:03 10:47, Friday

Use of the System

Number of Sessions: 4

Session I: May 2, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 15 minutes
Machine Down -- 25 minutes

Session II: May 9, Complete Session

Session III: May 16, ComplIte Session

Session IV: May 23, Partial Session
StudrAlt Usage -- 33 minutes
Fire Drill -- 7 minutes in the middle

Scripts Accessed: ITS, ITC. COL 0, COL PREF, COL TEMP, DATi.,
ORIENT I, PREF, SUMMARY
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General Description

Student F was of average height, slender, soft spoken, and quiet.

In conversation, she needed to he drawn out as she was not naturally out-

going. When commenting, however, she often had some perceptive thoughts.

She did not appear to be tense or nervous, but talked easily after her ini-

tial shyness. She was always attentive and interested, though not one who

got excited in her enthusiasm.

She was a dependable, sensible, realistic 3irl who was a loyal

friend. She fit well into a group, coLforming in dress and manner, al-

though not to be generally singled out as a leader. She indicated a com-

fortable relationship within her large family.

She approached the computer with curiosity and interest. In her

quiet way, she enjoyed the sessions and sincerely tried to get some educa-

tional guidance.

Expectations

The student ;lad no idea what to expect from the sl,stem.
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SESSION I -- May 2

System Activity

The machine was not functioning for the first 25 minutes of the

session. When the student finally got on the system, she was cnly able

to access the first part of the introductory material before her time was

up.

Reactions

This was a very short session. The student had only slight ex-

posure to the system. When she was in the introdue,tory material she made

praying gestures when the screen did not clear immediately.

Impressions

This student was not as enthusiastic as she might have ly.ten, be-

cause the system was down for so much of the period. She was well motivated

though, and came in after school to see how it was. She remarked that she.'

would like the system if it was good tc her.

SESSION II -- May 9

System Activity

Student F handled the introductory material very hesitantly. Upon

its completion, she accessed the College Preference script, receiving the

followin6 list of schpAs, of which she made a hard copy: Pembroke, Goucher,

hobart, Union, and Chatham. She then selected to see further information

about'Pembroke College.

Reactions

the student was full of minor questions pertaining to the details

of the instructions. For example, she asked, "Should I type 'review' if

I want to 'review'? She nleded reassurance about when to push send block

and had difficulty with the commands. In the College Preference script,

she didn't fallow the instructions carefully and forgot what to do when the
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first question appeared on the screen. After a long pause, the supervisor

explained the instructions and reminded her about the importance of reading

carefully.

She was intrigued by the telet'pe. Upon seeing the phrase, 'Iet's

begin", on the screen, she repeated it aloud.

Impressions

In the introcuctory material, in spite of her hesitancy, the stu-

dent commented that she was getting further along than she had in her

prior session. Her initial response to the question, "What do you want to

do today?" was "I don't %now." After she decided to explore the area of

college choice, her input had to be typed several times since it was not

being, recognized by the system. Mrs. Kunherger, head counselor at Bigelow,

was present during the session, and Faye the student some help by suggest-

ing various words and phrases that might work. At this point, the student

was not quite as personally in control of the system.

At the end of the session, sbldent F stated that she liked the

system because she go her list. "It was helpful as I would not even know

about the schools to attend." It was obviously a successful interaction;

she looked forward to her next session.

SESSION III -- May 16

System Activity

The student pursued co.lege information, but did not persist with

any topic for any length of time. She started by requesting general intor-

mation abcut Pembroke and toucher. She did not make a hardcopy of the

Pembroke information.

Reactions

The student had difficulty phrasing her input and kept changing her -

mind about what she wanted to do. Initially she indicated that she wanted

general information about college courses, but then switched to the topic of

scholarships. After one got a list of the types of scholarships available,
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she decided not to continue, but to seek Information about the colleges

she had selected at her last session.

Impressions

Student F arrived with ra, real ideas about what she wanted to do.

She required more assistance because she was so undecided, as indicated by

the response "I don't know" to the question, "What do you want to do today?"

The supervisor gave explanations of the directions and text, helped when

the system did not recognize the student's direction. When the student

did become more specific in her requests, her interests did not persist

beyond very general descriptions. She asked about collage courses, but did

not choose "program" for en option when she had that choice, seemingly be-

cause she did not realize the connection between "course" and "program".

Her ambivalence in goals for the day could be seen in her directions to the

computer and by the fact that she did not pursue the ttpic after system

loops were straightened. She did get some general information about college

selection and specific data for Pembroke and Goucher. She seemed pleased

when it appeared.

"I learned a let about things that I didn't knob before about

schools" waP her responk when asked if the session had helped her. She

felt she had conctol of the system and liked her experience. She suggested

that the system should include more information, "Lots of things I was

interested in, but there wasn't information about these things." She vas

referring specially to the "no information available" statements that ap-

peared in the College Template script. Although she felt she wanted more

information, yet in her diletante approach, she alway:, moved on to env:her

area, after reeding very superficial information.

SESSION IV -- May 23

System Act/via

There were some script errors and keyboard and machine problems

during the session. input was not recognized at times, and there t.as sore
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looping. The student needed some assistance from the supervisor as she

still seemed unfamiliar with some of the terminology, questioning certain

terms. She first wanted information about Union College, but since her

input was not recognized, she accessed the Occupational Preference script.

She received a job list of 58 titles, the following 12 constituting the

first list, of which she made a hardcopy:

industrial designer, college faculty member, secondary school

teacher, elementary school teacher, clergyman, branch manager,

rise worker, systems engineer, lawyer, judge, librarian, eco-

namist.

Reactions

The student was still hesitant with the commands and the phrasing

of her input, and this was increased when the computer failed to recognize

even her correct requests. She was distrubed by repeated "not understand"

messages from the console, and remarked at one point, This is stupid. He

cerainly isn't cooperating."

Sh..1 received direct assistance from the supervisor when the system

did not respond to the input. She asked for explanations of the text. For

example, in the Occupational Preference script, one option of a question

pertained to "working with hands -- visual and artistic ability." She asked

for its definition and toes told to try the @HELP command, but then no hint

was provided by the machine. The student was generally frustrated during

the period.

Impressions

At the beginning of the session, the student wanted to start where

she had left off before, accessing specific college information, and was

very disappointed when she had ro repeat the material again. She :ould not

get the computer to remember her list of colleges either. She was persis-

tantly very personally involved with the machine, and her interest remained

high, though she seemed disillusioned by her "friend's" shortcomings. Due

to problems with the systeM, pone of here responscs wore not recognized, so

the supervisor gave her quite a bit of help, executing one script and sug-

gesting input to be typed. The student was more dependent on the supervisor

for t.asistance.
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She evaluated the system as being "Very uncooperative. It's too

conflsing. It's confusing to me and the machine when it doesn't understand

me and I don't understand it. Make the computer understand . . . You can

use it sometimes. Half of the time, it goes crazy." She felt that the

computer was in control this time. During the session, the supervisor tried

to humor her about the situation when she noticed her annoyance.

When asked what she thought about the "What do you want to do today?"

question, she remarked, "It's not that good a question. You say to your-

self 'I don't know'. Put more into the question so that you know what to

do." She thought that a list of possibilities should follow so that you

would know better what to do. She also suggested that the student be given

the option of returning to where he left off at ye end of his last session.

She inquired about how long the computer would be at the school. After

being told, she commented that since it uld be here for just two more

weeks ". . . it had better help ua."
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General Discussion

This student was enthusiastic about the system in her quiet way,

and quite impressed with its potential. Though she did not get too far

in the script complex, and had mechanical problems and frustrations, she

seemed to feel it could be of great value in the future to students who

had problems.

In the second autobiography, she answered the question, Is there

a change in your job choice? If so, why?" by Stating ". . . we would get

them to choose their future and why it would be important." Though it's

unclear, she indicated that working with the computer exposed her to many

new approaches and possibilities when thinking in terms of vocational gui-

dance. Application of this new technique to children with problems, cr

emotionally disturbed children, would make an appealing cat Wit. This shift

in career thinking, from her former interest in the Peace Corps, seemed to

have been stimulated by the exposure to this project. Her central desire

to help children, however, had not changed.

The student was very attentive and thoughtful throughout her ses-

sions. At times she wars very frustrated by mechanical problems, but she

seemed able to cope with these feelings without too much hostility towaru

the project. Because she was indecisive, she was consistently anxious for

specific information. She wanted to explore the possibilities of the sys-

tem, and her persistant suggestion was for more direction. She wanted to

know the limits within which to search, with the system spelling out for

her more directly what there was to do. She never learned to operate the

system very well, and remained hesitant and prone to error in her input

and use of couriands. She seemed to be rather a dependent sort of person

who would prefer to be directed, than rely on her own initiative. She was

very perceptive about the situation, aware of her on difficulties, and

realistic about the system's advantages and disadvantages as she had ex-

perienced them. She received some real help with the college list, and

from a new awareness of the options available in making choices. The

idea that so many factors influenced one's decisions was a revelation to

her.

She had a social awareness and a degree of maturity, as evidenced

both in her self-appraisal and behavior. She wanted to help people, and
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she conceived of the system as a tool which had helped her, and therefore

a potential aid in "helping people." The experience of working with the

system, was a good one for her, opening new paths vocationally and reveal-
.

ing a more realistic framework for decision-making.



CASF.STUDY NO. 7

Student G, Girl

Reguita Schedule for Session

j

1:02 - 1:45, Wednesday

Use of the System

Numoer of Sessionst 4

Session I: April 30, Partial Session
Machine Down -- end of session

Session II: May 7, Complete Session

Session III: May 21, Partial Session
Student Usage 35 minutes
Machine Down. -- 5 minutes

Session IV: May 28, Complete Session

Scripts Acccased: ITS, ITC, COL PREF, ORIENT I, DATA, HELPNAMECOL,
COL TEMPLATE, DATAJOB, nMINOR
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General Description

Student G had light brown hair, wore braces on her teeth, and was

of average height(about 5 feet 4 incl.:es). She dressed very casually, in

blue jea.is, with her shirt tail out, and in sneakers. It was sometimes

difficult to tell whether she was somewhat lethargic, very relaxed, or just

tired. Occasionally she worked after school as a waitress; which accounted'

for her being rather sleepy during one session. She was a warm personable

girl who related easily to the supervisor. She was less excited or impressed

by tile computer than other inquirer's. She took her time, and approached the

session according to her mood, 1 sometimes dilligently, Sometimes not really

caring much one way or another. The one think that really intrigued her,

was the supervisor's notebook. She repeatedly asked about the notes, what

they said and what was being written about her.

Exlectations

Her respodie was "Don't know" and a shrug of the shoulders.
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SESSION I -- April 30

System Activity

Student G went through the introductory material and then the

machine stopped functioning.

Reactions

She had no major problems regarding the instructions. There was

some hesitancy about the send block button, and a few questions about cor-

recting errors, commands, and the location of symbols.

Impressions

This student was not overwhelmed by the idea of using a computer.

She was just not too excited or nervous, but tocitc the experience quite cas-

ually. She was interested, and said it was "challengLig."

SESSION II -- May 7

System Activity

The student reviewed the introductory material and then accessed

the College Preference script, but did not get the college list or the spec-

ific information she wanted.

Reactions

The student found the instructions and vocabulary of the intro-

ductory material to be generally easy to understand, although there were

some amFiguous statenonts. She was confused by the instructions pertaining

to the slide projector, and needed reassurance in using send block. She

did not have any real problems, though, with the w2stem.

Impressions

She felt that the session was not helpful because she did not re-

ceive a college list. She stated, "The machine f'sn't working as well as

it should, a student should be on more frequently as you have to wait a
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week for the :college list." The student occasionally needed some clarifi-

cation with the iLstructior4, but was disappointed only because she did not

get a list of schools. Wfi-ed the screen was slow in returning a Aessaae,

she intimated that the system would crash because she and the machine were

incompatible.

SESSION III May 21

System Activity

The student successfully reviewed the introductory materials and

the, after some looping, went through the entire College Template, using

Boston University for her description.

Reactions

\ The student wanted to find out information about Boston University.

She executed the commands with some assistance.from the supervisor. Thrtugh-

out the scripts, she had diffirulty with the instructions, either because

she scanned the wterial quickly, expect:,ngan interpretation from the'super-
,

visor, or becauoe the directions were unclear, as in the HELPNAMECOL and

DATA scripts. She made owe errors that caused the By:nem to loop, but

then once in the template script, had little difficulty.

Impressions

When the question, "What do you want to do today?" appeared on the

screen, the student remarked, "I don't know -- got it last week, too." Al-

though, judging from this remark, she appeared to be confuse3, she in fac:

did know what she wanted from the system. Because she liked to take her

time, she viol a bit slow in responding on the console. The was not nervous

or tense dur..ng the session. Though warm and friendly, student G did not

have much to say. If asked by the supervisor to elaborate further about a

comment, she would shrug her shoulders and say something to the effect that

she didn!t know. She had difficulty with the HELPNAMEOL and DATA scripts,

but was not upset whin she ran into problems. She got a hardcopy of all

the Baton University information, saying it was for her mother; 'She's a

good woman."

1
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Her impression of the system was, "Love working it . . . Don't

have enough time." She felt she had control of the system during the

session.

SESSION IV -- May 28

System

The student wanted to begin where she had left off art the end of

the last session, requesting information about extra-curricular activities

at F,oston University. With she found the correct command. When the

PTA -COL script asked for the name of the college or its identification

number, she questioned using the number since it had not been recognized

the prior week. When the number was recognized, she remarked, "What do you

know." She then decided not to request information i'bout extra-curricular

activities, switching to "scholarships and federal fonds", of which she

made a hardcopy. Then she tied to get information about a waitress, but

was unsuccessful because she misspelled her first entry and the second

typing was noc recognized by the system. She'theu stopped and Cried to ac-

cess the Occupational Preference script.

Reactions

She had several questicq pertaining to interpreting the informa-

tion, finding symbols, and spelling her input. She had little patience

with either her errors or the system's. She finally said, "I want to get

a job list like Mrs. Mennen and others got." Neither the student nor the

supervisor had any luck executing the Occupational PreferercP script. She

became discou-aged and typed @QUIT before her time was over.

Impressions

The student's impatience was a resole of a number of fairly in-

consequential problems. Her impression of the session was, "No comment . . .

not happy with it." When asked why, she did not wan to elaborate, other

tLan to /Ty she was nu'. in a good mood, and "it's been one of those days."
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The blanks in the template description were most annoying to her.

After one difficult sentence, in which most of the information was missing,

she remarked, "I'm not going to copy down anything else." She then pushed

send block with a vengeance. Another sentence came brick with some blank _

informat.lon, to which she stated, "Is this all they're giving us?" After

the session, she decided not to take her hardcopy, but then changed her mind.

The student was leaning over the keyboard during the session, often

resting her fingers on the keys, which inadvertently caused her to push keys

by mistake. Because of the waitressing job, she had not had much sleep and

was tired. It would seem logical that her impatience, carelessness, and

genera' gloomy mood were caused by this lack of rest. Therefore, at cer-

tain points during the session, the supervisor assumed a directive role by

executing scripta and telltril her precisely what to type and when to res-

pond to the system.

When the student first came into the room, she went Co the super-

visor's notebook slid started thumbing through it. She was quite anxious

to see what had been said, and Oroughout the session, repeatedly watched

what was being written, rather than concentrating on the CRT. She was rte

most curious of the inquirers and persisted in asking about the notes.

a
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General Discussion

the student came in several times after school to visit with the

supervisor. Although she maintained an interest in the computer, personal-so

izirg it somewhat, the most plausible reason for her visits was the attach-

pent she felt toward tLe supervisor. She liked to talk to her, ana, on

occasion, unburdened some of her problems. She often stayed after school

to help teachers with chores, and seemed to enjoy the personal recognition

or relationship tht this allowed. She appeared to be an independent girl

with a realistic outlook. Ste enjoyed her job as a waitress, and did nt,t

seem upset about her school or family situations. Her sporadic apathy and

mood changes were mentioned in her erttobiograph, "I an one person who is

a lot of things." She then proceeded to describe her contradictory quali-

ties and moods.' Slie indicated an attachment to her ninth grade English

teacher whom she would like to emulate.

The experience with the system was fun for her, g-Lerally, but not

to helpful. She received some information, but really did not seem ready

for much guidance, if it had been available. She wanted to go to tne Newton

experimental high school. Her imninent future appeared to be laid out;

she was not ready to consider further future steps. Although she was in-

terested in information about Boston University, it was more to be filed

away for 'sometime' or to be given to her mother, who would be interested.

7 4.
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ChSE STUDY NO. 8

Student H, Boy

Regular Schedule for Session

9:21 - 10:03, Thursday

Use of the System

Number of Sessions: 5

Session I: May 1, Complete Session

Session II: May 8, Complete Sess:.on

Session III: May 15, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 30 minutes
Student was 10 minutes late because of a

photography class

Session IV: May 22, Complete Session

Session V: June 5, Partial Session
Student Usage -- 15 minutes
Machine Down -- 25 minutes at beginning
(Substitute Session, as machine was down at his
scheduled hour)

Scripts Accessed: ITS, ITC, 0CC PREP, ISVD CAREER GAME, COL PREF,
DATk, HELPVARMIL, COL TEMPLATE
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General Description

Thic student was short, about 5 feet 1 inch, and slight, with light

brown hair. He dressed normally for his pear group, conforming in manner

and style. He was recommended as a subject, partially because the head gui-

dance counselor felt he had some minor problems which some individual atten-

tion might ameliorate. He was somewhat mischievous, and occasionally an

irritant in class. However, in the field test sitLation, he posed no prob-

lems, and related easily to the supervisor. He was perhaps the most suc-

cessful of the inquirers in terms of the total number of m:autes that the

system functioned for each session. He performed well on the system. He

approached the project with interest and enthusiasm, both for the technical

aspects of a computer, and for the system itself. He did not come in after

school for extra time, but he enjoyed the scheduled experiences, and re-

mailed very intarested.

Expgctations

The student said he really did not know what to expect. "I just

s?e that big box with numbars and lgtters on the screen."
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SESSION I -- May 1

System Activity

The student went through the introductory material and some of

the Occupational Preference script.

Reactions

There were no problems. The student operated the system very well,

asking few questions and needing very little reassurance or assistance. He

commented that the instructions were "hard at first" until he got used to

the way they were worded. He was somewhat puzzled by the directions in the

first section of the Occupational Preference script which discussed select-

ing options.

Impressions

This student concentrated on the tent and had no difficulty with

the equirment. If the screen did not clear immediately, he would remark

about it, but seemed very much involved with the information itself. He

asked whether there was another person on the "other end". When the session,

was over, he commented, "It's great'! I wish that I could work on it ever:

day." On the whole, it was a good interaction, and he was very enthusiastic.

SESSION II -- May 8

System Activity

The student reviewed the introductory part, making a hardcopy of

the commands. He then went through the Occupational Preferece script twice,

and attempted to access the ISVD Caree. Game.' The first time through the

preference script, he did not receive a job list, but on the second trial,

with some advice on how tu limit choices in options, he re.eived eleven job

titles. He made a hardcopy of this list:

test reactor operator, housekeeper, yardman, metallurgist assis-

tant, automobile salesman, detective, marine engineer, gtinding-

mill operator, correction man, Ile shader, gun examiner.
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Reactions

The student smiled when his name appeared on the screen. Through-

out the session, he was intent on reading the material. The supervisor

had to interpret "I feel my education would affect my job choice.", an

option in the Occupational Preference script. He said he understood most

things, but found some directions confusing. He again had no technical

difficulty, and seemed to enjoy the session.

Impressions

The system, both scripts and equipment, functioned well, and the

student made few errors. He seemed quite comfortable, and satisfied with

the interaction. He was pleased to get the job list, but not excited, as

some of the students have been with the concrete evidence of a list; he was

gratified as much by the text, information, and smooth performance, as he

was with the list. He definitely had command of the system. He said it

"seems like a human not a machine."

SESSION III -- May 15

System Activity

The introductory material was reviewed briefly, and the student

spent the rest of the period on the College Preference script. He received

a list )Y two colleges, of which he made a har.71.copy: University of

California at Berkeley, and Wichita State University (Kcnsas).

Reactions

This time the student arrived late because he had been at a photo-

graphy class. He also seemed tired. He said that since his mother was in

the hospital, he had to fix his own breakfast. He had forgotten his ID and

password card. While reviewing the introductory material, he mentioned

that he had studied the commands at home. During the sessicn, the student

was somewhat preoccupied and distracted and made some careless errors, in

his typing, and in following directions. He needed an explanation of what

"financifll aid" and "extracurri:ular" meant, and the supervisor had to re-

type one set of answers for him.
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ImpresGions

For seemingly logical reasons (his mother's hospitalization), the

student did not function as smoothly this session. He was impatient, for

example, pushing send block before the informatiou appeared, and making

other response errors that he did not exhibit in previous sessions. He

still operated the system very well, and was enthusiastic in his evalua-

tion. "It's great. I actually got something on the first try." He felt

he definitely had control of the system. And when questioned about the

guidance help he had received, he said, "It was a lot of help. It kind of

broadens out my life because I didn't think about as many things about a

college. I found the two schools too."

SESSION IV -- May 22

System Activity

The student reviewed the introductory material quickl and then

went into the College Preference script; after a few choices, he eliminated

all colleges, so he started over again. On his second time through, he

got a list of 7 schools:

Lniversity of California at Berkeley, Grinnell College (Iowa),

Wichita State University (Kansas), Kalamazoo College (Michigan),

Concordia College (Minnesota), Drury College (Missouri), Dana

College (Nebraska).

After making a hardcopy of this listt:he accessed the HelpV.rMil

script. He was on the verge of obtaining a list of military jobs when the

session ended.

Reactions

The stud.Lnt again borrowed the ID and Password. He uses the ore

hand hunt and peck method of typing, but is careful. Several times he was

impaciene for the screen to clear and pushed send block twice to hurry it,

and once commented, "I did it again. . . Takes long enough doesn't it?"

In the College Preference script only 16 colleges remained after the first

question, which prompted his statement, "I sure cut that down fast." He

asked for a definition of "intramural athletics."
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. Student H brought a friend in,at the beginning of his sessipn

and proceeded to show his friend the "monster". He explained the different

parts o the system, referring to the CRT as a "mini-monster". The stu-

dent was tired during this-session because he had stayed up while his cat

was giving birer'. to kittens; he yawned throughoat the period.

He asked if he could have a list of all 376 colleges in the sys-

tem. He summed up the session as ". . . Great. More interesting today

than ever before. Got the same two colleges as last time and five more."

Pe also commented, controlled the computer."

When queried about the question, "What do you want to do today'"

in Orient I, he said, "It bothers me. I think they should have a list an

that you should choose from that list. Several weeks ago I picked the Game./

The computer selected one for me and I didn't like that."

Ne again had aouccessful day. He used the commands 14111 and with-

out hesitation. He was very enthusiastic about his interacti;:n.

SESSION V -- June 5

System Activity

The student accessed specific information about an attorney.

Since it was a b,qef session, he did not get far. 1

Reactions
-

He came into the room and asked, "Is it working?" He borrowed then

1D and password card and then typed "Find a job" in response r) the "What

do you want to do today?" question. After the rst frame of tha Occupational

Preference script, he stopped and accessed the Data-Job script. lie was some-

What hesitant and confused in the Data and Template scripts. The blank

sentences and phrases in tht job description were especially confusing end

annoying. The supervisor attempted to fill in the missing information.

Impressions

The student's regular session was not available because the system

was not functioning, so he was allowed this little block of time. It was not

so
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a satisfactory session. The template sentences with the blanks were quite

disillusioning. In summarizing, he commented, "Pretty skimpy -- really

wasn't that much . . enjoyed running the machine. The information was

too minute and really not that much to get into." He explained that he

had gotten the idea about becoming a lawyer from his uncle in California

who is a defense attorney.
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General Discussion

It is most interesting to note that student H who probahly had

the most successful experience with the ISVD, and who was particularly en-

thusiastic throughout the sessions, went to the final group interview with

a very different set of reactions. He was quite critical of a number of

aspects of the system, and said, for example, "It doesn't have enough in-

formation, it just doesn't. It needs a lot more information." He went on

to enumerate examples -- vocational data should include street car drivers;

there should be facts about the Boston schools, whether it's legal to use

corporal punishment, etc. He seemed to be trying to say that the unusual

and unexpected, were not available, and that people the unusual because

average information is easy to get. Perhaps having a personal, unique com-

plaint gave this student a better role within the group, or perhaps, it was

quite well-considered and sincere. Certainly from the individual sessions,

the student seemed quite gratified with the computer technically, with the

potential of the system, and with his own personal gain in information.' He

repeatedly described the period as "great . ." and perceptively evaluated

the information he had received. There ',,,ere a few occasions when the spec-

ific information he sought, was not to be found. The brief last session

was one such occasior.

He was one of a few students who noted that the idea of so many

options going into the selections of colleges was a new "broadening" con-

cept. He seemed quite serioL.s when he asked if there was someone at the

other end of the system, and said the compyter seemed human. He introduced

his friend to the "monster", and was deeply involved with the proceedings.

He quickly mastered the idea and mechanical ability to interact successfully.

He was a personable, talkative boy, who had an easy but no depen-

dent, relationship with the supervisor. He was casual, but concentrated on

the text, and took the system quite seriously. He was the only student who

ever mentioned studying the commands at home, in preparation for his session.

He was very much interested id jobs, although he was comfortable

'th the idea of a defense lawyer, and felt no pressure to make even that

decision. He was more personally anxious about college information,. though,

again, it was not an imminent problem for him. His interest in lay seemed

to be based on an uncle's descriptions and no personal values, interests, or
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capabilities of his own, aside from the obvious quality of such a profession

being an acceptable goal.

The experience of working on the system was definitely enjoyable,

and the supervisor felt that the system had actually been of some value to

the student. It opened new avenues of thought for future decision-making.
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APPENDIX A

Bulletins, Letters, and Forms Used in

the Bigelow Junior High School Field Test

ISVD Information Memorandum

rarent Permission Form

Example Session Notation form

Thank You Letter to Test Participants
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

220 Alewife Brook Parkway Information System for

Cambridge, Massach6setts 02138 ' Vocational Decisions

MEMORANDUM

To: Bigelow Staff, Parcnts, and Participating Students

For the past several years, the Newtc: Public School System and

the Harvard Graduate School of Education have been cooperating with :he

United States Office of Education on a computerized guidance project ca1led

the Information System for Vocational Decisions, or ISVD. This project is

designed to help students learn to make reasonable choices in planning their

educational and vocational careers. Beginning shortly, the system will be

. field tested in several locations, including 5igelow Junior High School.

You may be wondering what this project is all about. In using

4,)ISVD, students will be able to get information about Newton High School,

jobs, colleges, and trade schools. They can obtain suggestions for possible

job or school choices by stating preferences, such as, "I like working with

things and being out of doors." If the student wishes, he may ask for in-

formation concerning job descriptions, courses needed for certain jobs,

costs of schooling or training, possible colleges or institutes to attend,

related jobs, and other information. Mu ,h of this material has been pre-

pared by members of the Newton School Sy tem.

The ISVD system consists of a typewriter keyboard, a television

screen, and a slide projector. %Then the student first uses the system, he

is taught how it works, including the use of the equipment and special words

which he can use to ask questions, to "change 4le subject," or to get addi-

tional explanations where he needs them. He can type in questions in English,

and get printed information in English on the TV screen. AZ times, color

slides ac..:ompany this information.
%

.
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The field test will be limited to a group of approximately 16

ninth graders. These students will be selected from among those who were

enrolled in the seventh and eighth grades at Bigelow, and for whom we

we have educational information. We will be talking to them from time

to time about career decisions, and what the ISVD has to do with these

-decisions.

We wish to thank you for your cooperation and interest.

RE

Sincerely,

(Mrs.) Dorothy Kunberger
Guidance Counselor
Bigeloe Junior High School

Robert Frost, Principal
Bigelow Junior High School

Patricia Yee
IF:D

Sheila Leahy
ISVD
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

220 Alewife Brook Parkway Information System for
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 Vocational Decisions

Dear Mr. and Mrs.

The attached materials describe the Information System for Voca-
tional Decisions (ISVD) which will soon begin field testing at Bigelow
Junior High School. Your son/daughter has indicated that he/she would like
to take part in this project. In scheduling students for the field test,
we shill attempt to keep to a minimum any interference with regular class
attendance.

We hope that you will give your permission for your child to take
part in this project. Please sign and return the bottom portion of this
letter. If you have any questions about field testing, please feel free to
contact Mrs. Dorothy Kunberger at Bigelow.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Dorothy Kunberger
Guidance Counselor, Bigelow Jr. High
Telephone No. 244-4067

Patricia Yee
Information System for Vocatic,nal Decisions
Harvard Graduate School of Education

Sheila Leahy
Information System for Vocational Decisions
Harvard Graduate School of Education

I (give, do not give) my permission for my child to pa*ticipate in the
ISVD field test program.

Signature

Date
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EXAMPLE SESSION NOTATION FORM

(Name)

(Date)

Time On Computer Down

'1. What are your impressions of the System?

2. Who seemed to have most say in what was going on today?

3. How much help did you receive a. new job titles, schools;
b. useful fact:

4. How did today's session compare with the last session?

5. Who do you think of the question, "What do you want to do today?"

6. Scripts taken and time

7. Directions to System
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8. aeaction to Instructions

9. Reaction to Information

10. Other

-89-
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(Name)

(Date)
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THANK YOU LETTER TO TEST PARTLIIPANTS

19 June 1969

Dear David:

On behalf of the Information System for Vocational Decisions, we
would like to thank you for participating in the field test. We appreciate
the time and the effort that you have spent in giving us information about
how our system relates to junior high school students. We hope that you
have enjoyed your experience and have benefited from using the computer.

Happy summer!

PY:DK/sjm

90

Sincerely,

Patricia Yee
ISVD

Mrs. Dorothy Kunberger
Counselor



APPENDIX B

Questionnaire for Autobiographies

Autobiographies for the Eight Case Studies
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR AUTOBIOGRAPHIES

I. What kind of person are you?

2. How did you get to be that kind of person?

3. What kind of career do you think you will go into?

4. Why do you want to go into this career?

In June, following the field test, the same questionaire was submitted wit:i

the addition of question 5.

5. Has there been any change in your choice of career, and if so, why?

nr)
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FIRST AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT A

April 17, 1969

First of all, I think it is important to state that I an a white,

American youth. I feel this has great bearing on the way I act and feel.

I am a very vocal oerson and cpress my ideas very freely. Many times I

am accused of talking too much. The reason, I believe, is that I have

strong opinions about all the problems that confront our society today. I

am not ready to stop atguing until I'm satisfied that everyone understands

my view. I also hope that people will change to my idea, and if they do,

I am satisfied. I feel that there are many reasons behind this. When I

see a person starving, or l innocent ^hild be murdered, I really get hot

about it I usually look at both sides of an issue and usually take one

side. I never find myself in the middle of an argument. I do find myself

contradicting myself with various arguments. I must admit that at times

ieol very confused about the world situation. Another reason that I have

formed strong ideas is the surroundings that I'm in, and of course my peers.

I round most people agreeing with me on basic humanistic issues.

I feel that I would like to be a lawyer after finishing college.

The challenge of pitting myself against another person's mind appeals to

me guatly. I like debating strongly with other people. I believe that this

goes hack to the idea of having strong opinions. To be successful in our

society is very important to, me. Our society has placed certain values on

me, which I find hard to grasp. I do not choose to state an opinion about

the morality of these ideals, but we'll just follow them subconsciously.
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SECOND AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT A

June 10, 1969

I'm a very sensitive, deep-thinking person. I always'find myself

thinking about a world problem or even a problem close to home. Basically

I appear to be happy-go-luzky but in reality I spend most of my time think-

ing about myself. I seem to question everything around Me. Sometimes I

have even tried to answer the question, "Why shouldn't I commit suicide,"

and "Why do I live the way I do." I don't want the reader to think I'm a

person who sits home and meditates all the time. I enjoy sports and I en-

ioy extra-curricular activities at school. I really have no idea as to how

I became the person that I am. I am against many things in our society but

I also strive to reach them. An example of this is materialism. 'I have

picked up many beliefs from my parents, friends, and teachers. I find that

all three tend to agree with me many times. I think that the fact that I

am a white, American Jew has an influence on the way I act and feel.

I think that I would like to go into a social service field. I

have thought about becoming a lawyer. I like the idea of pitting myself

against someone else. I enjoy debating very mJch. I lona strong opinions

about most things and I like to fight for them. I think that I also like

to help people alot. I like uorking with other people and exchanging opinions

and ideas. Again I come back to the fact that I'm materialistic. I want

to help other people but at.the same time make a very nice living. This

may also be the reason why I think about my future as much as I do.

There has been no change in my thinking since entering the program.

If anything the system confirmed my beliefs as to a future.

(
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FIRST AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT B

April 17, 1969

1. I don't know what kind of person I really am. I enjoy independence,

especially of thought. I like being recognized as an individual. I

don't enjoy too much pressure although I need a little prestare. I

am probably vain. Matter of feet, I kno,4 I -to. I enjoy looking good

or as good as I can. I enjoy a good time and especially night ?ife.

I hate doing the same thing constantly. I always have to be doing

something moving, energetic and constantly changing. I get bored very

easily. I'm rather sure of myself but I think I'm basically shy except

outwardly I'm very outgoing. I also think I'm a pretty strong person.

I also enjoy money.

2. 1 don't know how I really became this way. I suppose it stems from the

people I associate with. I've been brought up to fend for myself and to

depend on no one but me. I've always been told that I can get what I

want if : try. I get many of my independent ideas from talking to many

people who could be classified as almost semi-hippies. I also try to

stay away from clicky people and very conforming people because they

bore'r,e.

3. I want to go into a career that allows me miles and miles of freedom

for creativity and change. I always want to be able tg work out of doors.

I would like to be active physically. Not lifting and pulling but sports

like riding and skiing. I also want a career \that provides a loc of

money.

4. I don't knor. why I want to do these things except that's the way I am.
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SECOND AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT B

June, 1969

1. I am a very active, energetic person. I hate sitting still and doini

tedious things. I also hate repeating things and doing things, that seem

stupid to me. I Am fairly independent. I also get upset about people

who can't do things. I'm impatient.

2. By the people I've been with and by my mother who tried to bring me up

to be dependent only on me. (except for clothes and shelter which are

provided by my family)

3. I don't know only it has toe active; never boring; and a good salary.

4. Because I want to do what'I like.

5. If you mean by the ISVD computer has there been any change in my think-

ing? No. ISVD only made my thinking s-ronger.
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FIRST AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT C

April 11, 1969

I an a person who likes the outdoors and most sports, especially

those connected with alot of physical action. I like working with other

people and especially those who have a good wit. The ocean has always in-
,

terested and to a cert61n extent so has school. Especially French now that

I'm getting better marks in it I kind of hate work but will do it if the

pay is good. I'm kind of lazy, most especially in hot weather. I lave

cold water and have done alot (2 hrs.) of swimming in it when it was at a

temp. of f.f., or less degrees, However, I like most water sports and I

especially like hockey and soccer. I think most of this came from the way

I was brought up. We had a summer home at Scituate where I grew to like

the ocean and was introduced to soccer. And through various friends of my

father I was introduced to hockey and play whenever I can. I've always

liked history and a subject in school. I think its because the way people

lived always interested me and the hardness of getting a living, carving

it out of a wilderness or traveling on the old galleons full of gold sounds

like fun. And it's hard to believe that people thus could have achieved

civilization and make all the discoveries that leads to our society today.

I'm kijid of interested in sailing because it's so quiet and some

time I like to get away from civilizati6n and rel x. I like most things

in which you can expelld a great amount of energy. I'm kind of interested

in medicine as a career. The idea of becoming a doctor appeals to me be-

cause it is a highly developed and needed skill in the world today. Besides

I like to help people when I can.
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SECOND AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT C

June 11, 1969

I am a person that likes physical activity, to play pranks and

generally have a good time. I will work.hard if I am enjoying what I'm

doing. I like people but am kind of scared when first making new friends

but once the barrier is broken down I get to know them quickly. I think

most of this was brought up in me by my parents. My father introduced me

to sports and my mother easily made friends with people. I enjoy doing

something new after a long stint of the same thing. Anything ne, just to

get out of the rut I am in. I like a little mischief now and tklen. I

would like to go into medicine for a career. The subject has always in-

trigued me and I enjoy working with people as I did at a doctor's office

several times. I'e thought about it for awhile and I'm pretty! sure I

want to go auto medicine because new fields are always opening up in it

and its hard to,believe some of the advances being made in it.
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FIRST AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT D

April 17, 1969

1. I am a male student at Bigelow Jr. High. I an obedient at times.

I'm not too hot in any school subjects. Just about anything outside

of school I am good at.

2. I never got good at anything because I started school with bad marks

and I never improved them.

3. I am thinking on going into Auto Mechanics.

4. I'm good at it. I have a job in this career aid i like it.

0
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SECOND AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT D

June, 1969

1 I am fairly nice until I get mad. I like to work after school'. To

me, school isn't that great. I like to work on cars or anything in the

motor division.

2. I think by watching other people and becoming interested.

3. Auto Mechanics

4. I like to work on engines.

5. No

no,
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FIRST AUTOBIOGRA2HY FOR STUDENT E

April 17, 1969

1. I guess down deep I am a good person although I have, had my days when

I haven't been so good. I am polite and obedient. I am good to all

my friends or most all of them. I am the kind of person that likes the

out of doors and especially the water.

2. I probably am like this because of my surroundings and my parents and

especially the people that influence me but maybe it's just me because

everyone's different.

3. I would like to be an electrician and have my own contracting ccmpany

but I am not sure. I would have to find out more about it.

4. Because I'Went my own business and like to work outside as well as in-

doors. I like working with my hands and there is good money in it.
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SECOND AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT E

June, 1969

I am a little different than the ordinary teenage boy because I

have had experiences maybe older people haven't had. I have had people

tell me I an very hard to figure out because there isn't one day in a week

that I act the same. I am an honest person sometimes but I find it dif-

ficult to be all the time. I am a very demanding person. If I want some-

thing I will work until my heart stops and if I can't get it that way I'll

get it another. I don't really know how I got to be the way I am because

I am completely opposite from my parents and brother. I think my friends

had a lot to do with it even though they are all older than me. I think

I'd like to be an electrician because I am very good with my hands. I like

to do something that has to do with mechanisms also. Electricians make a

good salary also. There hasn't been any change so far in my plans although

I am not sure that is that I want to do for the rest of my life. I think

it is a little early to decide.
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FIRST AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT F

April 17, 1969_

I'm a very quiet, shy person and self-conscious. I'm not much

of a conversationalist except when I'm with a person whom I know very well.

I hate big crowds. I love working with people if I know they will cooper-

ate with me. I never lose my temper, unless I have to. (When I do, I

stay mad at everybody I see or meet.) I hate arguments especially family.

I hate funerals, they scare me. I love weddings. I'm very sensitive (even

though I don't show it).

I became this type of person because of my home life. The way I

was brought up. We never us4ally had arguments in which I los. my temper.

I became this type of person because this was the most comfortable way for

me to act.

I want to go into the Peace Corps, or Vista. I love to help people.

I feel that this is something that wanted to do for a long cime. It

would help me plan more for my future and help tie, I think personally in

my life.
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SECOND AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT F

Jure 13, 1969

I am a very quiet person. I like to be lone where I can fool

with my h.lbbik.s. I lilt:. to paint, listen to the radio and read. I don't

speak unless I au forced to speak or when I am talking with somebody. I

feel very ccmfotable with people I know. I don't go out because I would
I

rather stay at home. I would like to go out to usually get away from my

surroundings.

The people around me. The atmosphere hound ma. The way I was

brought up. The kind of people I met. They make me feel this way.

I would like to go into a career of working with people. Children

especially.

1 I feel that today people are not being helped properl 're

not being helped,1where they need it. Especially emotional '

children. And working with the parents so they will be belie r-

stand their children.

I feel that there has been a little change in what 1 to be.

Before I wanted to work with people in other countries livin,

Today I want to work with people here in the United States. F

disturbed children. I feel that while working with the corr,J ds

today are noc getting the chance to be able to choose a futtit Jy

get through school, probably elementary. In this way, I cool

and emotionally disturbed to prepare a future for themselves. If

parents who refuse to help them in anyway to show them how we t them

to choose their future and why it would be important.
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FIRST AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT G

April 17, 1969

1. I gm in my opinion a very unique person. I am an individual who

goes my own way. I feel that I am very respectable and very well liked.

I am sometimes sly a,1 other times not. I feel that in some ways I'm in-

secure. In other ',rays, very secure. I am one person who is alot of things.

I am sometimes conceited. I say sometimes becc.use that': how it is. Only

sometimes I'm everything. I am said to be a very sensitive person and I

am also said to be unique and one of my kind. In my opinion and in most

people's opinion I am very trustworthy. everybody I know trusts me. I am

this type and it took me a long time to be. I built respect for myself

and I tried hard to be what I am. Before I was a nobody but now I am some-

body because of what I have done for myself. I have ambitions and I hope

to be what I am, like trial and error.

3. I would like very much to be an English teacher for ninth graders.

After I teach for a while I will go into school psychology. Then become a

school psychologist.

4. I like to work with kids and my ninth grade year was the hardest

awl my teachers helped me and I felt that I could do alot for troubled kids.

I like English very much. I like to write, read, etc. . . I think that's

why. But I don't really know.
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SECOND AUTOBIWRAAY FOR STUDENT G

June, 1969

1. I am a socially and intellectually matured person. Very likable but

sometimeu I am a lazy person who avoids hard work even though I have

the inte1143ence and ability to do whatever I want.

2. I worked hart for respect and intelligence. Not until this year, the

ninth grade, have I been really mature. It took me a long time to be

kLown and personal events in my life made me settle dawn to become what

I am, "A GOOD KIDI"

3. I would like to become an English teacher for a few years. Majoring in

English and minoring in psychology. Then when I go to 1,raduate school

I will major in psychology and become a school psychologist. (I am also

a dreamer!)

4. I would like to work with people around my age when I 'grow up" to help

them and all that.

5. No
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FIRST AUTOBIOGRAPHY FOR STUDENT H

April 17, 1969

1. I think 7'm the tort of person who at times is easy to get along with

but at other times nothing doing. Sometimes if I'm mad I won't coop-

erate with anyone or anything that's going on. But if I'm in a good

mood then most anything goes, especially if it has something to do with

getting in trouble, playing the pinball machines, or playing cards or

pool.

I guess I'm sort of daring and willing to do most anything no matter

how foolish. Most of the time I enjoy fooling around.

Seriously I believe it was the Newton skhool system. Because you see

in the parochial schools I did B work and was a student not a pupil.

I believe that in the Newton School System they are too lenient.

3. I'd like to be a lawyer, a real good one. A defense lawyer or not just

any old or and I'd like to take on cases that seem impossible and then

prove the defendent not guilty.

4. I guess because its to me a very excitin; career. It holds unlimited

opportunities for the right people.
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SECOND AUTOBIOCRAPUY FOR STUDENT H

June 5, 1969

1. I guess I'm just about the average ninth grade boy of America. I

like sports and going tc movies.

2. I guess I was born the average way and was brought up right so I'm

just an average type kid.

3. I hope to become a good defense lawyer.

4. Because it seems like an exciting career and I think l'd enjoy being

a lawyer.

5. No, not at all.
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BIGELOW FINAL INTERVIEWS

Session Number I

Monitor: Mrs. Dorothy Kunberger

Monitor: One of the first questions we Want to ask is: what do you think of

the system?

Boy: As it is now?

Monitor: What do you think of it? As you worked with it, as he explained the

system to you end as you became familiar with the way it works. What

is your feeling about it as of the present time?

Girl: It would have been very goodgif it had worked. It never worked. In

the middle of something it would fall down and then start all over again

from the beginning. Really got very little accomplis1.4d.

Boy: The thing is, the process of getting stuff back from Cambridge where

it is because by the time you get in there and put your ID number in,

.he stuff comes back at the end of the period and you have no time.

Boy: When I finally did get some stuff on some colleges they had everything

that I wanted except there were little blanks for the informatioa like:

I need so many credits, and they didn't have any information. I went

through about half an hour getting there and they didn't hav\ e any in-

formation I wanted, so I wasted all that time. They should have some

way just to eliminate that to say now just what information they have

and what they dcn't.

Boy: I found it very aggravating because I couldn't get on the right track.

Whenever I'd start something it took them five minutes to understand

my question, and then it would tell we that it didn't have any infor-

mation on that yet. One time I went through ten minutes of getting

something and when I finally got it, it said: "No information is avail-

able on this at the present time."

Girl: I started on gettig information nn Brandeis and left it in the middle

and came back, and then I spent a whole period trying to get the rest

of the information and then couldn't get it -- EC> they left it right

in the middle, the machine fell down.
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Girl: I got some job occu?s_ions and stuff, but it gave me st.uff that's so

unrelated -- like they gave me an art teacher and a musician -- and

I'm tone deaf and I have no creative abi,lity. They gave me some dumb .

things for answers.

Monitor: The question is: "What do you think of the system?"

Boy: I didn't foe enough of it to know it. I wasn't able to use it enough

because the varicus times I. was supposed to use it, it Wasn't working

well.

Boy: I don't know if I liked the idea of it Anyway. It would be nice to

be able to ask something and to give the answers to anything you wanted

to ask it, but I think it's almost easier to send away for written

materials on something that you know you can follow at a nice easy

pace and discuss with sou one. Talking to a machine.is a little dif-

ficult.

Monitor: Will you all try to speak up and speak as distinctly as you can?

Monica, the question ipi "Aat do you think of the system?"

Monica: I think it's a gooi-system as long as you know what you're doing. I

Cuuad out quite a bit. If you have a specific topic I think it's good.

Monitor: So it sounds as though most of you think it has some value. Did you

get enough.information from it to feel that you have learned anything

in the area of,education or vocation?

Girl: I learned nothing.

Girl: It was fun. It was enoyable to get out of class and stuff. But I

haven't llfrned a lot. I got a list of jobs and I got one job descrip-

tion, but the machine kept breaking down so much. That's the biggest

complaint.

Danny: I don't even think it was fun. I came here just knowing that it would

break down. I finally did get a list of jobs. I can see how they

got it -- it was fairly close. But in junior high -- our age -- I

think you're wasting your system. I think it would be good for college

kids and high school kids, like juniors and seniors.,

Boy: I agree with Danny that there really isn't mach value in it at this

time, 'caJse we really don't know what we want to do. The only time

that I found the machine enjoyable was yhen it vas broken down, or

when it was making patterns on the screen.
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Girl: When I was Busing it, it didn't, break down at all. And we went through

and got a wbole bunch of seriph.

Girl: It worked for me, but by the time I ffnished.all the information' and

stuff, it would be time to leave. 7

Boy: Yeah, that's the whole thing. /You come in here the first day and do

what you want to do, and by the time the information comes through it's

time to go. And then the next time you come, you have to do the whole

thing all over again; you never get to the end of it.

Boy: I think the way it starts is very pocr; it says, "What 4o you want to

do today?" I don't know. It's thrown,at you and you sort of give up.

I don't know what I want to do.

Boy :c I know, that's the first thing ''at came on the slide the first time

I used it.

Girl: Some people know what they want to do, so it's not hard for them.

Girl:' I knew what I wanted to do, so it was easy.

Boy: The first time you don't even know what the machine does, so how do

you know what to do?

Girl: That's what the first time is: they just introduce you to it.

Girl: The first time they didn't do that, though.

Boy: The first time I was here it broke down. I got five minutes on the

whole thing.

Boy: It startled me -- all of a sudden: "What do you want to do?" I had

no idea what the computer does. I didn't know what was going on.

Boy: Remember all the time we kept asking what it did before we evenvsaw

the thing, and she said: "You wait, you wait" and she never told

us what it did.

Boy: At the very beginning they gave you some directions, they told you

things like "Type your name".

Girl: It kept giving me: "What do you want to do?" I knew what I wanted ,

to do so I told it. . .

Girl: I tried nurse, and they didn't have anything on nursing. Then I

tried stewardess.
r

Girl: They should give a list fori'jobs. A list, a name, a place, that we

want to find out about a certain job, and then they'd give a list or

name of a job and they'e say, "We don't have it, we don't know that."
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With that many jobs, nursing is a very common job; they should have

that. They should have a list of cross-references that you can put

into the machine because . . . did you try stewardess?

Girl i Yes.

Girl: Because three of us tried it and I tried six different ways of

putting it and each time the machine didn't understand it.

Boy: The thing that ticks me: when you ?fret get on the system, each time

there's a million and one questions you have to go through to get back

where you ended the last tme. It says: "Do you want to go over this"

and so forth. There should tt, even'a button which says: "Skip

everything". And the computer should be able to pick up where you left

off. And if you didn't want to do that, you could start all over, if

you want to.

Soy: You know /hat would be nice: if this thing read it to you, so that

you didn't have to read c.

Monitor: Did you find the type difficult to read?

Everyone: Yes.

Boy: You started to read it, then pu get distracted by the line below.

Boy: It would be a lot better if someone read it to you.

Monitor: You mean audio instead of visual for the directions?

Everyone: Yes.

Boy: But then you couldn't go back.

Boy: You could have both; lien if you forgot, you could look back.

Girl 1: I used the console at Harvard, and the type is different; it was real

fat and everything -- it was easier to read. I found this was real

hard to use.

Monitor: Do most of you feel that this type is difficult to read?

Everyone: Yes.

Girl 1: The other one was real easy to read, and so I think it's just the

different consoles, 'cause they tried different print on each con-

sole, and I tried three consoles.

Boy: I don't think the idea behind this Is good -- to fix your mind that

you have to decide all of a sudden what you want to be.

Soy: Nol You missed the point. Right now I'm wondering: "What am I

goin; to do?" I'd like to have some idea of what kind of thing I
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want to do, so I an maybe start moving towards that direction. Not

necessarily comfit myself towards it, but have an idea of what I'd like

to do. And I think that the console gives you an idea of what jobs

are like.

Monitor: You mean what jobs are available to you? That you might like?

Everyone: Yeah.

Danny: I agree with David's theory, but I don't think the machine is the

thing that can do it. I don't think it knows enough stuff about you,

your personality. You go through about eight or nine questions or

so, asking you which you prefer, what income bracket, etc. but it

doesn't know enough about you personally, your mind, etc. I think it

would be much easier to talk to a guidance counselor about it, who

knows you as a person, than to a computer.

Boy: That was my point.

Monitor: That was your point too? O.K., fine.

Monica: . . ., it should give you clear-cut and precise information. I don't

think the purpose of it is you have to decide now what you want to do,

but if you want to find out about a certain job . .

Monitor: It's an information system. It's not . .

Girl: It cidn't give you too much information.

Monitor: You felt it didn't give you very much information?

Girl: Yot.. couldn't get it out of it -- it didn't understand you, or the

period was up when it was explaining to you how to use it.

Boy: Or it didn't have the information you wanted.

Boy: The only way you could get information out of it was to work all day

on it.

Boy: Yeah, Jeff went two hours straight using it, and apparently he got

some good stuff out of it.

Boy: Every time they'd start asking me questions so I'd tried to get a list

of jobs, once I got one list, and at the time I couldn't even get the

whole list. And the questions . . . all the time it kept saying: "I'm

sorry . .

Boy: . . . you cancelled out all jobs."

Boy: It said: "My choices of colleges Ire . . ." and it listed one college.
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Girl: I cancelled all mine out. It asked "Where do you want to go?" and

. . ., and I cancelled all mine out: first I had 400, then I had

120, and then they were all gone.

Monitor: Because you had such . . requirements.

Girl: Miss Yee said that since you had such a limited ;mount of jobs any-

way, that you have to be sort of general. If you had a few thousand,

it would be all right -- that's what is so wrong about it; they only

have . . .

Boy: That's why it's useless, because if you have to be general about your-

self, if you can't give The answers you want because you're afraid

that you'll,cancel out all jobs,' then you're kidding somebody because

you're not telling the truth, you don't want to give the answers you

Monitor: Are you saying that it had a restrictiAg effect on you?.

Boy: Yeah, like I said, I want to make $35,000 a year an I wanted to be

this, but I couldn't be this, because of this, and the computer put

it through that, and so on and so forth.

Girl: You could at least get a list of jobs, but it didn't even do that for

me.

Boy: Yeah, but in order to get that list of jobs, you have to be general,

which isn't telling about yourself.

Girl: The first time I tried it, they have set two and two and two -- well,

she says you can pick one from each grcup. And so I did, and the

first time . . ., five left or something. And I said: "I don't want

to cancel them all out" so she said "Just pick one". But if I just

picked one; what they might have said misbt be true, but there might

be something else that's very turn too, And you can't differentiate

between the two.

Monitor: What about the material? What are soffit s,sgestiors that you matt

have for better material, or additional -material assuming that the

technical difficulties are taken care of?

Boy: Just get more jobs.

Monitor: More jobs?

Boy: Get a psychologist to get questions that would tell some information

about. you personally, or program the computer beforehand to each

person. Have a guidance counselor wbo can tell sore stuff about you,
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or a teacher, or anybody. Just so the computer has somlling to go

on about you as a person.

Monitor: Some basic information about you. Did Miss Yee tell you that in the

data bank there is some information about you?

Boy: It didn't seem to use it

Girl: Not very much.

Boy: What is in there? Name and age?

Monitor: Some of your test scores . . .

Boy: Test scores! They're useless.

Monitor: And some of your grades too, I think.

Girl: That's not anything. Grades and test scores don't tell . .

Boy: That's not telling about you as a person.

Girl: What if you cheated and got 100? It doesn't know a thing about you.

Girl: They gave me a real weird list, and one of the things was a biophysi-

cist. At the time, I like: the way it was spelled, so I wanted to get

a lob description of it -- that's the only reason: I liked the way

it was spelled. So I typed In everything, and they said, "Biophysicist:

a professional worker." Now, I mean I already knew that. They gave

me some things I already knew -- they were obvious just from the way

that the -:-Nrd sounds and is spelled and stuff. It said that you had

to be educated to do it you have to go to college . . . they said

stupid, stupid things.

Monitor. And what did you really want to know about it -- biophysicist?

Girl: What the job requirements were:. .

Monitor: Specific requNements?

Girl: Yeah, what you do in general. They didn't tell me anything like that.

What tyl.a of education yoa might need, what the income bracket is.

Monitor: Wasn't that all included?

Girl: None of it; .11 they said was "professional worker, works with things,

part of a science" -- really dumb things.

Boy: You should have typed out "Help".

Girl: I did, and :hey said: "What would you like to be helped on?" and I

said: "Nora information." And then they said: "Don't understand",

and Miss Yea told me to write: "specific information", and they said:

"What specific information", and I write it in, and they just returned

it blank.
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Monitor: So one of your suggestions is that the data bank should by some means

have put into it personal information about yourself. Would you like

this? Would you like the idea of personal information . . .

Boy: It its going to help you, yeah.

Boy: I don't like the idea of . . . I felt this machine had complete con-

trol of whatever it was doing. I wasn't telling it what I wanted to

do; it was telling me what it wanted to do.

Boy: You had a choice but it didn't say . . .

Boy: Yeah, it said: "I can't give you this, would you like this?" I was

so happy to have a suggestion that . . .

GENERAL LAUGHTER

Girl: I thtnk the data bank does have some information about jobs, but I

think you should find a better way to get it out -- to help you get

the information out of the machine.

Boy: I would just like to see a list of specifics on the screen -- a list

like income, specific education, etc., etc. instead of going through

all this business about "what inkormation would you like" and so

forth. Because by the time you get to it, you're fed up.

Monitor: Can you make any suggestions about the technique of letting the kids

know what is actually available to them?

Boy: I don't think you have to do that. You know you're limited to col-

leges and jobs, stuff like that.

Monitor: And high school choices. Did any of you see the high school template,

Ne./ton High School?

Girl: I saw it when I was doing the films up at Harvard.

Girl: I tried it once, and nothing cam on I tried it the whole perichi

and I didn't get anything. I spelled Newton High about six times, and

it lit up a skeleton.

Boy: I had to write "Newton High" out about five times before I got it.

Once I got it, I was able to get information that was probably the only

thing I did get information on. But we had already had it all. This

might have been useful before; five months ago, we filled out schedules

for next year.

Monitor: Did you get information on the console which you did not get in t

brochure -- opportunities?
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Boy: I don't think so.

Boy: Not that Miss Nugent didn't answer the questions or something.

Monitor: Do you think that ISYD could be helpful to students?

Everyone: Yeah.

Girl: If you get the information out of it.

Girl: Miss Yee said that we also had some problems with the keyboard --

we'd type in something -- like we'd type in an "A" and it would come

out "B" -- and so that also goofed it up. And then we had the worst

working one technically, so I suppose it would have been better it it

had worked.

Girl: And the film thing, that was supposed to show slides -- that didn't

even work when we started.

Boy: I pressed the "run" button, and I saw the whole tray, and that took

up half an hour.

Boy: I never saw any of the trays. I saw one slide, I think "K K" and then

I pushed the run button and it broke, or something.

It just keptgoing around and around, all seventy of them.

Monitor: Did they appear on the console?

Boy: Yeah.

Girl: . . . swimming pool; that was the favorite one. Came on about ten

times.

Girl: . . . telephone men. I didn't even ask anything about telephone men.

Girl: When it said on the screen: "For the film, push such and such a but-

ton" -- when you go to push the button, it comes on. You didn't even

touch the button, and it gotd on.

Everyone: Right.

Monitor: Who wild like to make a summary statement, 'cause we only have a

couple of minutes, including all of these points? Who uould like to

do this?

Girl: The machine was good, theoretically. It kept falling down, breaking

down so we couldn't use it, so therefore it didn't serve its purpose.

Girl: With respect to the information, the only problem was getting the in-

formation out.

Boy: And it's too impersonal -- it should be more personal. It should have

more information about the individual as a person, not a fact sheet.
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BIGELOW FINAL INTERVIEWS

Session Number II

Monitor: Mrs. Dorothy Kunberger

Monitor: We want to know a little something about your feelings about ISVD.

The first question I'm going to ask is: "What do you think of the

system?" Who'd like to answer that?

Boy: It's fun to be with. I looked forward to it, it was really a ball.

I got disqualified frox one of the colleges a couple of times. And

that was about it.

Girl: i thought it was fun. I really didn't use it enough to find out much

about it, but I think if I went on with it, I would have appreciated

it more.

Boy: Nobody really found out enough about it, 'cause they didn't use it

that much.

Boy: It was always breaking down. They just have the improve the whole

thing. As soon as I come in, I'll ask it one question -- and it's

gone. You get nothing else. So you sit here fQr the period while

they fix it.

Boy: All I want to lay has been said . . . breaking down. It was fun ta-

sically.

Girl: I liked it. I thought it was really good. Except I was always try-

ing to the same thing, and I never found it out. It told me the

wrong stuff. I got disqualified a couple of times, and I never found

out what I wanted co know.

Boy: I thought it was pretty fine. I used it for two hours once -- which

is the longest anybody has used it as Miss Yee said -- and I got pretty

deep into what I wanted to know. If it expanded into more areas, or

it hid more colleges aid knew more areas which we warted to know a-

bout, I think it would be easier for us; it had a process of elimina-

tion for jobs, and they gave certain conditions -- after I had picked

the ones which I liked and ones that I didn't like, I ended up with
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two: a tugboat driver and a taxi cabber. If they had more jobs, it

would be better.

They really didn't have enough information. They only had 800 and

some-odd jobs, they only had 1000 or so colleges. There just isn't

that. much information in the computer. Like everybody said, it's fun

to be with, it breaks down a lot -- it's just not full enough -- they

need a lot more information before it can be perfect, or anywhere

near it.

I kind of disagree with that. Miss Yee showed me a list of all the

jobs that they had, 'cause I was trying to get one specific subject,

and it always came out not balancin d rejecting, and something.

And she showed me on the list that yo ad to have the code names or

something -- you have to type it out whole. So it does have a lot of

names; it's just that you have to know which one to put it in under.

I know it has a lot of jobs, but that's only 800 some-odd jobs, and

there's a lot more than 800 jobs in the United States alone.

We're only 14 years old, and who wants to know every single job there

is in the United States? We're only trying to find a certain way of

trying to ,, ;et a job.

Supposing you want to be a street-car driver over in California? Does

it have it? No.

Boy: I don't think you want to be a street-car driver in California.

Boy 1: Maybe I do. How do you know? It's not up to you to question what I

want to be.

Boy: I know, but this is a computer for most people, not exceptions.

Boy: If you're so convinced you want to be a street-car driver, then you

don't need the system to figure it out.

Boy 1: But I 'ant information about it. I don't know how to drive it, I

don't know how to get that, there's no training school for it.

Girl: It's not that type of job.

Boy. It's more a matter of practice.

Boy 1: Not really. It doesn't have enough information, it just doesn't.

It needs n lot more information.

Monitor: Did yo have any problems about getting the information that you wanted

to get?
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Boy: It wasn't :oo specific. When you asked about certain colleges, it

didn't have enough on it, or it wasn't specific enough, if you wanted

acsdemic information, or something like that.

Girl: When I was trying to find out some information on a certain type of

college I wanted, it kept answering me back: "I don't understand

what you mean." I thought that I'd put it as clearly as I could. I

tried different ways to put what I wanted, and it kept saying: "I

don't understand." It took me quite a while to find out what I was

trying to get.

Boy: It was awful.

Monitor: Why?

Boy: It kept breaking down, like everybody else said. When I asked it a

question, it came out something completely different. I only used it

about three times because it kept breaking down. Sometimes I liked

it, sometimes I didn't.

Someone: The only time I liked it was when I had control of it. Most of the

time it had control of me, and I'd ask it a question and it would come

back with the answer: "I don't understand" or "It's not computed right",

or something like that.

Girl: They should have more commands, . . . data column. As a stu-

dent, you wouldn't be able to just come in and sit down and operate

the thing without some understanding. There should be more. . . you

should be taught how to use it before you actually go into it. If

things like that do happen, then stuck and there's always a per-

son needed to help us. If this system expands, there won't 1,e enough

people to stand by as each student comes along.

Someone: Sometimes they come out . . . like the colleges 7, 8, 5, 5, you

begin to wonder about it, you come out with really weird answers.

Monitor: If we discount the technical difficulties -- I think we've been talk-

about those . . . the breakdowns, the loops, and whatnot, what addi-

tional suggestions for improvement would you have? Paul talked about

more material. What are some other suggestions for improvement, other

than improving the system?

Boy: Like Joe said, you ought to be taught how to use it. Yov. need so many

people to watch so many students that it would just be impossible. Like
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Miss Yee would sit here all day -- like I was late -.ost all the time,

'cause I'd keep forgetting, and she'd be in here hours and hours and

hours, and she'd just wait for the student to come. They can't really

have one person for all the students that want to learn. They ought

to teach the students how to use it.

Boy: Either that, or simplify it. Because you can't go out and teach thou-

sands of students. If this is supposed to be something like a mechan-

ical guidance counselor, there are going to be a lot more than you can

teach who want to use it -- should simplify it.

Boy: There should have been one period in the very beginning where everybody

came in, and she showed is what every command meant . . . taken out

ten minutes before each of us came because the first period that

each of us came in for the first lession we spent fifteen minutes to

half an hour just learning where all the buttons were, and what this

thing does, and what that thing does, what the symbols are for each

command. It could have all been said. Half an hour for each person

makes waste. So if one period could have been spent just before

all this started . . .

Ylnitor: With the whole group together?

Boy: With the whole group together. You could have told us all this, what

this does, what that does, and so on. It would have been a lot easier.

Girl: I think it wasn't specific enough.

Monitor: What do you mean?

Girl: Like the questions . . . when I first used It, it said: "What would

you like to do now?" It could mean a lot of things. My brother was

doing it, and he said, "I want to play tennis." They didn't really

specify what they wanted you to do with the cObputer. A lot of ques-

tions were like that, and I kept pressing send blocks to know what

they wanted you to ask.

Girl: Every time you go down and start, you go through the same thing all

the time, and by the tine you really get established !our name, and

what you went to talk about, it's time to go. It's all right to do

that, maybe for the first time of something, but every time you have

to do that, and it's the same thing, and by the time you finished get-

ting all that established, you don't have time co do anything else.
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I wish there were soue way you could simplify it so you don't have

to do the introduction.

Someone: You should finish where you left off last time. When you want to

continue what you were doing last time, you have to go through the same

process. It takes quite a while.

Someone: Each scene should have a number to it. Each number says like "What

do you want to. do?" The computer has a place in , and there

should be a number next to each question or each scene that come up.

Then when you come in the next time you start off with pressing which

ever scene it was.

Monitor: Any other comments, suggestions about how it can be improved so that

!t can be more meaningful to you?

Someone: There's not enough time.

Monitor: There's not enough time devoted to it? Or the periods . .

Someone: The periods are too short. Like I have it at 1 o'clock, and it doesn't

go on 'til ten past, and by the time we get it all ready, it's about

twenty of and the bell rings.

Monitor: What ways can you think of that ISVD can or could be helpful to stu-

dents?

Boy: It could be helpful if you were doing a report, like on the

American Revolution, and it just had one specific form, like for the

American Revolution you just push it and you get all this information

about it. It would really be helpful. Or if some kind of teacher

was out and you asked the computer for suggestions on what to do, or

something like that.

Monitor: Anyone else?

Girl: I think it could be helpful, the way it finds the college and job that

you're best suited for, but I think it has to be improved, because it

didn't find it out for me, and I tried it three or four times.

Boy: For us it's not that helpful, but when I went to Harvard, a lot of

college students came in. The group was going to come in was late, and

and a girl wanted to know if she could finish her project using the

computer which she obviously had a program for. College students can

use it in this vay, but I think now, in junior big% school and high

school, we'd have to know a little bit more about it, quite

so demanding as the ones that are in college.
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Monitor: Did anyone ask the Eystem to get any information about Newton High

School?

Boy: It told me about how long the periods are, what time the school day

starts and ends. It just tells you stuff you already know. If you

want to know more about the houses it just tells you how many fac-

ulty members are in it, and stuff like that.

Monitor: What did you want to know, Lee?

Lee: I really wanted to know more like how many classes they had, and the

working process.

Boy: Like can you go to the Commons Room, or can you have a cigarette in

the Commons Room, can you have a Coke, can you just go there any time

you want -- stuff like this. But it won't give it to you, 'cause

it's programmed just to give you more the facts . . .

Boy: General knowledge. Most people don't want to know about havir3 a

Coke in the Commons Room, or something like that -- that's not im-

portant to them. They want to know how is Newton High School going

tr. help them in their future, what subjects are they going to take,

and how many credits, stuff like that. They introduced stuff about

the housing, and subjects, and after that they said: "Which of these

interests you the most?" Say you picked the houses, you could go on

. But they didn't have that they just stopped short.

Monitor: These probably weren't completed, but I feel pretty sure that these

are to be included later, information on the curricula, Curriculum I,

II, III T and so forth. Is this the kind of information you would

like to get from the computer?

Boy: Like about Newton Technical Aigh School, most people don't even know

there's a -- they don't know stuff about it. So if you

were interested in it, and you didn't know there was one or not, it's

not going to tell you through this, 'cause I asked about Tech and it

just didn't know that much about it.

boy: It just says it has eleven different trades, or something.

Foy: And it didn't name them.

Monitor: Any other ways that you can think of that this could be helpful,

the system could be helpful?

Boy: It could be helpful to the sixth grade about coming up here, or to

any other junior high. Or maybe if you were going into a school,
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and you wanted to know about the system, the Boston School System.

Like there, it's legal to hit a kid with a stick, , maybe

some kid wanted to know whether it was legal or not if he could hit

him. There it could be helpful, or just coming up to a place like

this.

Monitor: I think we have to go back to Jeff again to answer that -criticism,

Paul.

Paul: About what? r /.

Monitor: About your remark that you just made. Do you know what'I mean, Jeff?

Isn't Paul asking for unusual items?

Paul: It's not unusual to me -- that's what I'd want to know.

Girl: It would be helpful to eighth graders. In the eighth grade you have

fill out a sheet of electives, and major and minors, and E Blocks

and C Blocks. And half the kids said: "What the heck is a C Block

or E Block?" It could explain it to them. Like when we came in

to Bigelow this year, C Block was very confusing, E Block was very

confusing, elective -- what's the difference be een E Block and

%.elective? It's like having two electives A lot o pooi)le could

v ask, and they could find out frc9-the'computer.

Monitor: So you think it could be used o clarify the offerings in the ninth

grade, and the questions that eighth grade kids have to ask their

teachers. This could be done bet er if it were programmed into Cie

system. One last question -- I think you've probably answered it --

do you feel this experience wis helpful in any way?

Boy: It was interesting, but I dog't think'it was very helpful. Unless
/

of course you've got a college, or one of many colleges you wanted to

go to, or maybe a job that yo.Iwere looking r- "But otherwise I
(

can't see how it would be helpful.

Someone: Maybe it was helpful in a way, becaus -th.iis was our first time on a

computer, and we now know what a computer does. The first year

wasn't that great, but just how to use it and the ways that you . . .

Monitor: Darlene, what was your reaction, or have you given it?

Darlene: I've given it. I think it was a good experience for us to use it. I

can't iay it was helpful for me either, but I think it could have been

if I had used it more.
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Girl: I agree. If we had had more time.

Girl: I'think it was helpful in a way if you want to go on with it. Like

next year they have sort of the same program with the computers, and

if you really want to do it, I think it's helpful 'cause at least

you know how to use it, you know more than you did before.

Boy: It was helpful for me, because it was only broken down once when I

was on it, so I got most of the information I wanted.

Monitor: That's good, Lee?

Lee: It wasn't that helpful for me, but I fugure that if we had known what

the commands were -- like the different jobs it has the lists of what

to sign it in under, then it would be more helpful if you knew right

away what to sign it in on. But I didn't find out about the sheet,

until a couple of weeks ago when it wiis too late.

Monitor: I think everybody appreciates the fact that you kids gave your time

and your effort, and I know you realize it was for a good cause, a

scientific experiment, and that you're part of a project that is

worthwhile, and I'm sure will develop into something that is really

very good.
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